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Abstract 

The advent of IT in the construction industry has prompted a gradual shift from 
manual paper-based processes to computer-aided design and production. In this 
shift, there has been an increasing interest in the application of building 
information modelling (BIM) for the overall management of information 
throughout the lifecycle of a building. Due to the complexity of the design 
process, it is unlikely that a single BIM application can manage all the activities 
that are present. This puts pressure on the connections of multiple applications, 
tools, and exchange of information. The challenges of interoperability and 
information exchange have received a lot of attention in BIM research. However 
many of the proposed solutions require manual intervention. By implementing 
BIM and automating the workflows within, decreased time spent on engineering 
tasks and an increased focus on building performance could be achieved during 
the design process. Automating parts of a BIM-based workflow is facilitated by 
the possibilities that exist for exchanging information and controlling the flow 
of information. This implies that not only do we need to understand this on a 
data level but also that we understand how the system and information structures 
can be leveraged to enable BIM-based automation. 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate how structures could be applied on 
both a system and information level to support automation within a BIM-based 
design process, and more specifically how these structures could be used to 
overcome some of the challenges of information exchange and system 
integration. Three studies were conducted to explore different methods and their 
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potential in achieving automated workflows. The findings of these studies were 
then analysed against a theoretical framework based on structures of systems and 
information. The findings show that choosing a distributed method for 
structuring systems allows for the coupling of multiple software, tools, and 
information without the need for a common exchange format. The critical 
component of the distributed system structure is a middleware which is 
responsible for controlling the flow of information. It is the middleware that 
when implemented allows for the management of multiple sources of 
information, each with their corresponding schemas. The findings also showed 
that information which travels between the components of these systems can be 
supported by complementary structures. These provide the foundation for a 
mapping between multiple sets of information and aids to resolve the coupling 
of information at each activity in an automated BIM-based workflow. 
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Sammanfattning 

Tillkomsten av IT inom byggbranschen har lett till en gradvis övergång från 
manuella pappersbaserade processer till datorstödd design och produktion. I 
detta skifte har intresset ökat för tillämpningen av 
byggnadsinformationsmodellering (BIM) för den övergripande hanteringen av 
information under livscykeln av en byggnad. På grund av komplexiteten i 
designprocessen är det osannolikt att en enda BIM-applikation kan hantera alla 
aktiviteter närvarande. Detta sätter press på sammankopplingen av flera 
applikationer, verktyg och informationsutbytet mellan. Utmaningar för 
interoperabilitet och informationsutbyte har fått stor uppmärksamhet i BIM-
forskning. Många av de föreslagna lösningarna kräver dock manuella ingrepp. 
Genom att implementera BIM och automatisera arbetsflödena inom kan tiden 
för ingenjörsuppgifter minska och ett ökat fokus på byggnadsprestanda uppnås 
under designprocessen. Automatisering av delar av ett BIM-baserat arbetsflöde 
underlättas av möjligheterna att utbyta information och kontrollera 
informationsflödet. Detta innebär att vi inte bara behöver förstå detta på en 
datanivå utan också att vi förstår hur system- och informationsstrukturer kan 
utnyttjas för att möjliggöra BIM-baserad automation. 

Syftet med denna avhandling är att undersöka hur strukturer kan tillämpas på 
både system- och informationsnivå för att stödja automation inom en BIM-
baserad designprocess och mer specifikt hur dessa strukturer kan användas för 
att övervinna några av utmaningarna för informationsutbyte och 
systemintegration. Tre studier genomfördes för att utforska olika metoder och 
deras potential för att uppnå automatiserade arbetsflöden. Resultaten av dessa 
studier analyserades sedan mot en teoretisk ram baserad på system- och 
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informationsstrukturer. Resultaten visar att valet av en distribuerad struktur 
möjliggör kopplingen av flera program, verktyg och information utan behovet 
av ett gemensamt utbytesformat. Den kritiska komponenten i den distribuerade 
systemstrukturen är en mellanprogramvara som är ansvarig för att kontrollera 
informationsflödet. Det är mellanprogramvaran som vid implementering 
möjliggör hantering av flera informationskällor, var och en med sina 
motsvarande datascheman. Resultaten visar också att information som färdas 
mellan komponenterna i dessa system kan stödjas av kompletterande strukturer. 
Dessa utgör grunden för en mappning mellan flera uppsättningar av information 
och hjälper till att lösa informationskopplingen vid varje aktivitet i ett 
automatiserat BIM-baserat arbetsflöde. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

To set the stage for this thesis the introduction aims to provide the background 
and problem formulation. This is followed by the purpose and research questions 
which guide the study in this thesis. Lastly, a list of the appended papers and the 
authors’ contributions follow. 

1.1 Background 

A design process in the construction industry can span over multiple stages, 
including conceptual design, systems design, and detailed design. In addition, it 
can be considered as multi-discipline, multi-objective, and multi-parameter. This 
entails that a variety of information needs to be managed between disciplines 
and over time. One way of supporting information management in the design 
process is through the use of information and communication technology (ICT) 
(Adriaanse et al., 2010). Throughout the advancements of ICT in the 
construction industry and often highlighted as the foundation for information 
management is the concept of working with digital representations of a building, 
embodied in what is known as Building Information Modelling (BIM) 
(Miettinen & Paavola, 2014). Working with a digital representation of physical 
and functional elements of a building aims to enable the transfer of design 
information between different software components and multidisciplinary teams 
(Ghaffarianhoseini et al., 2017). BIM provides an “emerging technological and 
procedural shift” in building processes (Succar, 2009, p. 357). A BIM-based 
workflow seeks to tackle challenges with managing building information such 
as improved discovery and omissions of errors, an earlier collaboration of 
multiple disciplines, and improved building quality and performance (Eastman 
et al., 2011; Succar, 2009). 
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The increased interest in BIM has led to it continually expanding and evolving 
with new functionality. Whilst a BIM-based workflow should support the overall 
management of information throughout a building’s lifecycle, it is still heavily 
dependent on manual intervention. As such, in order to further advance the uses 
and improve its potential efficiency, there has been an increase in the interest of 
automated workflows based on BIM (Santos et al, 2017). Examples include the 
use of BIM-based parametric modelling to quickly generate new design 
alternatives (e.g. Lee et al., 2006), and connections to optimization to search for 
solutions which fulfil a given set of requirements (e.g. Abotaleb et al., 2016; Asl 
et al., 2015). Applications of BIM-based automation have shown that they can 
increase the value of information within a project as well as decrease time spent 
on engineering tasks (Kunz & Fisher, 2012). Furthermore, it is believed that 
automation can perform parts of design more reliably and rapidly than using 
traditional practices (Kunz & Fischer, 2012; Oesterreich & Teuteberg, 2016; 
Shen et al., 2010). It has also been highlighted that automation can support 
design exploration and act as an enabler to identify solutions otherwise not 
explored (Abrishami et al., 2014; Singh & Gu, 2012; Succar, 2011). 

1.2 Problem formulation 

Despite the expansion of research on BIM-based automation, there are still 
significant hinders to overcome. A critical challenge comes back to BIM and 
issues of interoperability in distributed multidisciplinary environments (Santos 
et al., 2017; Yalcinkaya & Singh, 2015). Due to the complexity of the design 
phase with its multiple phases, an involvement of multidisciplinary teams, and 
use of heterogeneous software, the abilities of system integration are key 
prerequisites for success (Shen et al., 2010). Automated approaches, such as 
multi-disciplinary design (Díaz et al., 2017) and generative design (Abrishami 
et al., 2014), are dependent on the interoperability of multiple tools. Aspects of 
interoperability regarding model exchange for point-to-point interoperability 
between two tools (Hallberg & Tarandi, 2011) have received a wealth of 
attention as highlighted by the reviews on BIM literature of both Santos et al. 
(2017) and Yalcinkaya & Singh (2015). It is still however of interest to 
understand the intricacies which form in the IT-systems when BIM-based 
workflows are automated, where multiple software components are integrated 
and need to interact. There is an ongoing discussion of the overall structure of 
these automated systems regarding the use of a distributed system or a 
centralized system (e.g. Gielingh, 2008; Negendahl, 2015). Coupled to this is a 
discussion on the use of a highly structured exchange format, e.g. IFC (Hallberg 
& Tarandi, 2011), or implementations of procedures such as complementary 
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structures which support information exchanges of less structured information 
(Augenbroe et al., 2003; Toth et al., 2012). These aspects lead to questions 
regarding how these automated systems and the information which travels within 
them should be structured. How should a system’s constituent components be 
arranged and what are their relationships? Moreover, how is the information 
structured which need to be exchanged between a system’s constituent 
components? There is a need to increase the understanding of how structures 
affect a systems ability to support BIM-based automation in the design process. 

1.3 Purpose and research questions 

The purpose of the research in this thesis is to investigate how system and 
information structures can support the creation of BIM-based automated systems 
in the design process. To attain this purpose, three studies of BIM-based 
automation are analyzed from the perspective of structures on both a system 
level and on an information level. To guide the purpose presented in this thesis, 
two research questions (RQ) are formulated and addressed. 

The first RQ deals with the use of centralized or distributed approach regarding 
the arrangement of system components: 

RQ I How should the system components be organized to support BIM-based 
automation? 

The second RQ deals with the exchange of structured and less structured 
information between the system’s components: 

RQ II. How can information structures be arranged to support the exchange of 
information in BIM-based automation? 

1.4 Appended papers and authors’ contributions 

Paper I: Mukkavaara, J., Jansson, G., Holmberg, A., Sandberg, M. (2016). 
Approach for automated planning using 5D-BIM. In Proceedings of the 33rd 
CIB W78 Conference 2016, Oct. 31st –Nov. 2nd 2016, Brisbane, Australia. 

As the first author, I was responsible for compiling and coordinating the paper. 
The case study and data collection were performed by Holmberg. Jansson and 
Sandberg contributed by providing input through reviews and comments during 
the process. 
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Paper II: Shadram, F., & Mukkavaara, J. (2018). An integrated BIM-based 
framework for the optimization of the trade-off between embodied and 
operational energy. Energy and Buildings, 158, 1189-1205. 

The paper was written in close collaboration between Shadram and me. Shadram 
as the first author took responsibility for coordinating the paper. I contributed to 
the design and development of the presented framework and prototype, while 
Shadram conducted the case study and the following analysis. 

Paper III: Mukkavaara, J., Jansson, G., Olofsson, T. (2018). Structuring 
information from BIM: A glance at bills of materials. In ISARC, Proceedings of 
the International Symposium on Automation and Robotics in Construction (Vol 
35), Berlin, Germany. 

As the first author, I took responsibility to compile the paper. The theoretical 
framework, developed demonstration tool, and application on a case was 
performed by me. Jansson and Olofsson provided input through supervision and 
review during the study. 
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

The frame of reference for this thesis revolves around three fields: building 
information modelling, automation, and structures. As such, this chapter first 
introduces building information modelling and its use in the design process. This 
is followed by a section describing approaches and implementations of 
automation. Lastly, the notion of structures for systems and information is 
presented. 

2.1 Building information modelling 

Building information modelling (BIM) is an overarching term which describes 
a wide range of activities using object-oriented computer-aided design (CAD) of 
building elements and their representations in terms of geometric and non-
geometric attributes and relationships (Ghaffarianhoseini et al., 2017). BIM is 
seen as a technical advance compared to traditional CAD, providing a higher 
level of capability regarding intelligence and interoperability (Lee et al., 2006; 
Miettinen & Paavola, 2014). At the heart of BIM is the use of a digital 
representation for the management of essential building design and project data 
(Succar et al., 2012). Information covering design, construction, and operations 
are all part of the accumulated digital representation (Demian & Walters, 2014). 
This digital representation, often referred to as the building information model, 
is used to support design and collaboration throughout the lifecycle of a building 
(Farr et al., 2014; Ghaffarianhoseini et al., 2017). BIM promises earlier 
involvement of multiple disciplines, an improved discovery of errors, and 
improved building quality and performance (Azhar, 2011; Eastman et al., 2011; 
Succar et al., 2012). BIM covers a broad spectrum of activities in the design 
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process and previous research on BIM includes topics such as the collaboration 
environment, support of sustainable construction, parametric design, quantity 
take-off, and cost estimation (Santos et al., 2017). 

Since BIM is set around collaboration and working with a unified set of 
information throughout multiple stages of a building’s life cycle, exchange of 
information in BIM-models between different actors and software have been 
highlighted as a critical for successful implementation (Antwi-Afari et al., 2018; 
Grilo & Jardim-Goncalves, 2010). The challenges of interoperability between 
engineering software are however nothing new but have been an issue since the 
1970s (Pratt, 1993). Early challenges dealt with a file-based geometric exchange 
between CAD software in order to manage information between different CAD 
application’s native formats. However, with time CAD systems became more 
sophisticated with parametric capabilities and object-oriented modelling and 
new interoperability challenges arose. In the construction context, these 
extended capabilities can be seen in the implementations of BIM where 
representations of non-geometric aspects not visually apparent in the model is a 
central component. These aspects are usually referred to as the model’s 
semantics (Eastman et al., 2010). Pratt (2004) and Eastman et al. (2010) 
discussed five classes or type of information, which defines objects in a BIM 
environment. These classes include the functional type, geometry, attributes, 
relations, and behavioral rules for objects. If an exchange of information from a 
BIM model is to be regarded as successful each of the semantically required 
subsets of the above-mentioned classes needs to be incorporated (Eastman et al., 
2010).  

The challenges that exist in system integration and supporting collaboration 
through interoperability in a BIM-based workflow has seen a wealth of attention 
in the scientific literature (Santos et al., 2017). Some researchers have chosen a 
holistic perspective on system integration exploring common data schemas such 
as Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) (Sacks et al., 2010; Steel et al., 2012) or 
centralized BIM repositories (Singh et al., 2011). Other authors have reported 
success solving interoperability challenges in BIM-based workflows using 
visual programming (Asl et al., 2015), custom add-ins (Jensen et al., 2012), and 
intermediate translators (Ahn et al., 2014). There also exists a discussion 
between researchers if BIM is based on a single central model from which all 
information is processed (e.g. Singh et al., 2011), or if BIM is embodied by a 
distributed set of multiple sources of information (Miettinen & Paavola, 2014). 
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2.2 Automation 

The purpose of automation in an information system is to move work from the 
human side to the computer side (Kroenke, 2011). People and hardware are the 
actors, procedures and software provide the instructions, and data is the bridge 
between humans and computers, see Figure 1. This notion of moving physical 
and cognitive work from humans to machines has prompted the interest of many 
researchers and automation in its various forms has received a wealth of attention 
in studies of the construction industry (Bock, 2015; Santos et al., 2017; Vähä et 
al., 2013; Zavadskas, 2010). Automation can be applied to perform parts of 
design more reliably and rapidly than using traditional practices (Kunz & 
Fischer, 2012; Oesterreich & Teuteberg, 2016; Shen et al., 2010). It has also 
been discussed that automation not only provides an increase in efficiency but 
also act as an enabler to identify solutions otherwise not explored in the design 
process (Abrishami et al., 2014; Singh & Gu, 2012; Succar, 2011). 

 

Figure 1:  The role of automation in information systems (Kroenke, 2011). 

In this thesis, automation refers to the automation of engineering tasks to support 
the progress of the design process with an implementation of IT-support through 
solutions, tools or systems (Cederfeldt & Elgh, 2005). This includes not only the 
automation of tasks that are directly related to the design itself, but also 
supporting tasks. As such, automation can be implemented throughout a wide 
spectrum of applications. It can range from providing human activities with 
physical or intelligent assistance to fully autonomous operations. In a 
construction design process, this can equate to providing visualization support, 
generation of design alternatives, simulations, and optimization.  

Approaches to automating BIM-based workflows in the design process includes 
the application of parametric modelling, optimization, and multidisciplinary 
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design optimization. Parametric modelling aims to enable a rapid generation of 
designs alternatives by embedding domain expertise in models (Lee et al., 2006). 
Within parametric modelling, rules and parameters can be assigned to both 
geometrical and non-geometrical representations which when changed provides 
a new design variant. For example, a wall’s length can be defined by a parameter 
and a set of rules can describe how studs are distributed along that wall. When 
the parameter which corresponds to the wall’s length is changed, the number of 
studs and their placement within the wall is updated. Parametric models can be 
amplified with optimization that provides procedures which include abilities to 
find the minimum or maximum values of a function through selecting a set of 
variables subject to a set of constraints (Machairas et al., 2014). As such, by 
iteration, altering the design each time, optimization can be applied to parametric 
models to help identify design alternatives that better fit the requirements and 
constraints placed on them (e.g. Abotaleb et al., 2016; Asl et al., 2015). In the 
example of the wall above, optimization can be used to find a solution where the 
amount and placement of studs are subject to an objective of minimizing 
materials and waste, whilst still fulfilling the constraint of structural integrity. 
This can be further extended to include multiple disciplines where their 
interactions are explored through multidisciplinary design optimization (Díaz et 
al., 2017). In the example above this could entail that the energy performance of 
the wall is also an objective of the design optimization. 

2.3 Structures 

Before diving into specifics, it is necessary to outline what a system and a 
structure is. A system is viewed as being comprised of mutually related 
components which have a composition and structure (Ekholm & Häggström, 
2011). A structure here refers to the “arrangement of and relations between the 
parts or elements of something complex” (Oxford Dictionaries, 2018). 

In this thesis, structures are decomposed into two different levels: system 
structures and information structures. These two levels are described in further 
detail in the sections following. 

2.3.1 System structures 

The way that a system is put together with its constituent parts and how these 
are expected to interact (Ekholm & Häggström, 2011) is what constitutes an 
information system’s structure. When it comes to structures of information 
systems, a question could be asked in the construction industry which was also 
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articulated by Hugoson (2007, p. 106) in regards to business IT-system 
structures: “should we centralize or decentralize information systems”? 

The centralized structure can be seen embodied in the use of a neutral model 
which all components of the system are expected to interact with using a 
common exchange format (Gielingh, 2008; Negendahl, 2015), see Figure 2. The 
problem that the centralized structure is trying to resolve is to reduce the number 
of translations needed between components (Gielingh, 2008), and to integrate 
and consolidate information towards a single central entity (Hallberg & Tarandi, 
2011). 

 

Figure 2:  Centralized structure with a neutral model (left) and a distributed 
structure with a middleware component (right) (adapted from 
Gielingh, 2008; Negendahl, 2015; Toth et al., 2012). 

The centralized structure aligns well with the notion of the “single BIM” where 
all information regarding a building is captured (Howard & Björk, 2008; 
Miettinen & Paavola, 2014). Sacks et al. (2004) described the “single source” 
model as the driving principle behind modeling buildings, where all changes 
should be propagated to the single source and its contents are reflected in all 
possible views. An implementation of the centralized structure can be seen when 
the open and standardized data model IFC is used as the central node of 
communication (Laakso & Kiviniemi, 2012). The use of the “single model” as 
the central node entails that when actors, tools or other resources are working 
with a model-based workflow they are expected to interact and exchange 
information through the central node. Singh et al. (2011) described this type of 
implementation in their depiction of a multi-disciplinary collaboration platform 
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where a BIM-server was used as the central node and exchanges to other nodes 
were based on IFC. 

Application of a centralized structure driven by a common exchange format is 
argued to have many theoretical benefits (Laakso & Kiviniemi, 2012). However, 
due to its reliance on a common exchange format for its information exchange, 
it is restricted by the precision and accuracy of that exchange format and the 
support from systems (Negendahl, 2015). If a successful exchange is to be 
expected with a common exchange format, the scope of that format needs to 
encompass the entire overlap of the scopes of both applications, otherwise, 
information will be lost (Gielingh, 2008). As such, despite its potential benefits, 
these challenges have numerously been referenced in regard to the application 
of neutral exchange formats such as IFC (Santos et al., 2017). 

As a contrast to the centralized structure, the distributed structure strives away 
from having a unified neutral model at its core which carries all the information 
(Negendahl, 2015). A distributed structure represents a collection of nodes 
which together constitute a coherent system (Van Steen & Tanenbaum, 2016). 
The nodes of a distributed structure are all part of a shared goal, which is realized 
by their interactions. As such, how these collaborations are established lies at the 
heart of successfully implementing distributed structures (Van Steen & 
Tanenbaum, 2016). The components of distributed systems might be obtained 
off-the-shelf and may include both new as well as legacy components. As a 
consequence, they are often rather heterogeneous (Emmerich, 2000). This aligns 
with the perspective that BIM, instead of being a homogenous model, it is only 
a part of multiple purpose-built tools in a heterogeneous environment (Howell 
& Batcheler, 2005). As such, a BIM tool can be part of a larger platform of tools 
such as analysis tools, simulation tools, and document management systems. 

Applying a distributed structure implies that information remains distributed and 
instead of being physically transferred it is logically shared and controlled 
through communication mechanisms (Negendahl, 2015). These communication 
mechanisms can be referred to as middleware components (Van Steen & 
Tanenbaum, 2016). The primary purpose of the middleware is to resolve the 
heterogeneity which is imposed by the constituent components of a distributed 
structure and to facilitate communication and coordination (Emmerich, 2000). 
This entails the implementation of functions which manages 1) information, and 
2) control (Curcin & Ghanem, 2008; Deelman et al., 2009; Toth et al., 2012). 
The first type of function manages the information requirements of the system. 
Reading and writing information from and to different sources and ensuring the 
compatibility of the exchanged information are functionalities expected from the 
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information functions (Toth et al., 2012). The control functions are added as a 
layer above the information functions and are responsible for coordinating the 
execution and interaction of the different components (Curcin & Ghanem, 2008). 
The ability to pass information between processes, defining the sequence of 
processes and activities, executing different processes are functionalities which 
constitute the control functions of middleware components.  

Use and discussions of distributed structures and middleware components in the 
construction industry can be found in previous research. Toth et al. (2012) 
presented a process-oriented approach to creating custom workflows where 
flexible and responsible information exchange was in focus. Diaz et al. (2017) 
discussed the use of middleware and distributed structures for process 
integration of multidisciplinary optimization. Bakis et al. (2007) reviewed 
product data sharing environments and concluded that the distributed 
architecture with middleware components represented a viable option for the 
construction industry due to its fragmented nature. Negendahl (2015) presented 
the use of integrated dynamic models based on distributed structures and 
middleware components. Implementations of middleware components in the 
construction context can be seen through conventional programming (e.g. Zhang 
et al., 2013) or the use of visual programming languages (VPL). The latter 
includes using Grasshopper for Rhino (e.g. Toth et al., 2012), Dynamo for Revit 
(e.g. Asl et al., 2015) or FME (e.g. Johansson et al., 2017). Even though these 
studies highlight the possibilities of distributed structures and middleware 
components, they still recognize that further studies are needed regarding 
component integration and automation (Bakis et al., 2007; Díaz et al., 2017; 
Negendahl, 2015).  

2.3.2 Information structures 

Interactions in systems do not only concern what happens on an overall level as 
discussed above, it also relates to how information in the exchanges interacts. In 
distributed systems, with the use of middleware components, the heterogeneity 
entails that information exchange cannot solely rely on the exchange file format. 
Instead, information needs to be matched and mapped across a variety of 
different schemas and applications (Toth et al., 2012). A way to support these 
processes is to work with information structures (Buckland & Plaunt, 1994). 

Information can be categorized into three basic forms: structured, semi-
structured, and non-structured (Kosovac et al., 2000; Succar, 2009). Each of 
these represents a wide range of variations. Structured information is that which 
is highly structured according to a certain schema, and is machine-
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understandable (Kosovac et al., 2000). Structured information can be found in 
information stored in, for example, IFC and gbXML for construction 
applications. These formats represent comprehensive schemas for exchange of 
product information between software components. Even though these 
comprehensive industry-wide standard schemas are available there are 
alternative schemas which could serve related domains, subdomains or other 
applications. This includes classification systems, such as the Swedish BSAB 
and CoClass, and the American CSI (Ekholm, 2016; Kosovac et al., 2000). 
Classification systems are one example of a structured information set that can 
be applied to complement the structure of another set of information. In general 
classification systems facilitate communication between actors by structuring 
information to provide an agreed-upon terminology and semantics (Ekholm & 
Häggström, 2011). It has also been proposed that instead of working towards a 
common highly structured schema such as IFC, software components could be 
coupled using procedures that allows for a direct transfer where only the 
information required is transmitted rather than an entire building description 
(Augenbroe et al., 2003; Toth et al., 2012). This circumvents the possible 
constraints of a highly structured schema regarding information loss and 
compatibility (Gielingh, 2008; Toth et al., 2012).  

Unstructured information refers to information which could be regarded as non-
computable (e.g. images, natural language). Humans can understand the content 
of unstructured information whereas machines only see the lower levels (e.g. 
pixels and letters). In between, there is semi-structured information which 
contains a loose structure and is partially machine-understandable (e.g. 
spreadsheets).  Less structured information can be enhanced by applying 
complementary structures which enables searching, indexing and mapping 
information from multiple sources (Kosovac et al., 2000). For example, 
classification systems can allow us to categorize information in model 
repositories (Kim et al., 2008). These unique identifiers, similar to primary keys 
in relational databases, can be used to build relational structures of information. 
As such, they allow for the matching and mapping of information across 
different applications and schemas (Toth et al., 2012).  

Another method applying these complementary structures on a product level is 
bills of materials (BOM), which has been presented as a foundation for the 
lifecycle of a product within the manufacturing industry (Lee et al., 2011). Here, 
the approach of using BOM is seen as the core of information systems and an 
essential part in the ICT toolkit (Hegge & Wortmann, 1991). BOM is at the heart 
of many information systems, such as MRP (Material Resource Planning), ERP 
(Enterprise Resource Planning) and PDM (Product Data Management) (Jung et 
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al., 2014; Lee et al., 2011). There are multiple perspectives on BOM, where some 
view it as a collection of materials and components that constitute a product, 
together with their quantities (Chang et al., 1997). This is similar to, and more 
commonly discussed in the construction industry, the quantity take-off that 
provides the amount of materials and components which are collected into a bill 
of quantities. However further developments of the BOM exists where it can be 
viewed as a product specification, depicting a composition of a product how it 
is realized from its immediate components (Hegge & Wortmann, 1991). Here, a 
greater emphasis is put on the relationships between components (children) and 
their parents. A key ability of the BOM is its different views that can be applied 
throughout different phases of a product’s lifecycle. The BOM structure can be 
transformed from one phase to support the next phase by restructuring or adding 
information so that it supports the indented use. Two commonly discussed views 
on the BOM is the Engineering BOM (E-BOM) and the Manufacturing BOM 
(M-BOM) (Chang et al., 1997; Jung et al., 2014). Designers use the E-BOM 
representing a product from an engineering viewpoint (Chang et al., 1997). 
However, the E-BOM lacks sufficient information for manufacturing and is 
therefore transformed into the M-BOM which represents a product based on how 
it is manufactured (Xu et al., 2008). As such, the same product can manifest itself 
with different BOM structures (see Figure 3), providing each phase with the 
necessary information. 

 

Figure 3:  Two perspectives on a product’s BOM structure: engineering and 
manufacturing, where S is a subassembly and P is a part. 

By applying mappings through these extended information structures, it is 
possible to use rules to derive new transformed sets of objects (Buckland & 
Plaunt, 1994). This includes making new representations, which are either 
modified derivatives or copies, reorganizing information through partitioning of 
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information subsets (Buckland & Plaunt, 1994). These types of approaches for 
supporting the exchange of information between heterogeneous components of 
systems have previously been discussed. Toth et al. (2012) suggested a shared 
mapping process based on languages designed for querying and manipulating 
data models. Bakis et al. (2007) suggest using an XML-based approach to share 
information in distributed structures. Negendahl (2015) argued that the 
middleware, in their case the VPL, should be responsible for resolving the 
semantics of information exchanges. Pratt et al. (2012) suggested using light-
weight plug-ins for the tools which could use basic references for structuring 
information, such as a materials name, to map different sources of information 
together. Boddy et al. (2007) also suggest that more focus could be placed at 
better integrating lesser structured information in process-based systems.  Even 
though these studies suggest a similar approach, i.e. to apply processes for 
mapping information, few of them more specifically describe how the 
information that is being mapped could be structured to support that mapping 
procedure. 
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3 SCIENTIFIC APPROACH 

In this chapter, the research design and methods that I have chosen to use to 
address the research questions and aim of my thesis are presented. A description 
of my research journey is also provided. The frame of reference is also 
summarized to set the stage for the analysis. 

3.1 Research design 

The research design was inspired by a methodology for conducting design 
science research for information systems presented by Peffers et al. (2007). A 
problem drives a cycle of objectives, design and development, demonstration, 
and evaluation, from which results are then matched against the existing theory 
by reflecting and extracting to provide new suggestions (see Figure 4). The 
integration of design and development into the research process (Nunamaker et 
al., 1990) was deemed as suitable as the overall purpose of this research was to 
explore structures for supporting BIM-based automation. A case study approach 
was used as it is suitable for examining a phenomenon in its natural setting (Yin, 
2013). However, ‘case’ is in this instance used in the broad sense, where it may 
include not only an individual, groups of people, processes, organizations, but 
also information systems (Carroll & Swatman, 2000). Collectively, the 
exploratory approach of using cases coupled with the design and development 
of digital artefacts was chosen as the primary research method. 
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Figure 4:  The research design used throughout this thesis (adopted from 
Peffers et al., 2007). 

The following six major steps outlined the case studies: 

1. Literature reviews and indications of practical problems that were 
acquired from observations of information systems in use provided the 
identification and motivation of the scientific gap. 

2. Based on the problems identified the second step included defining the 
objectives which the proposed digital artefact was evaluated against. 

3. Using a prototyping approach, the design and development of digital 
artefacts were conducted. This included exploration of possible methods 
for interacting with and managing information to support the different 
objectives using programming, system design, and database 
management. 

4. When an iteration of a prototype was finished it was applied in a case to 
generate outputs in the form of models, database entries, spreadsheets, 
and documents. 

5. The output from the demonstration and application on a case was then 
evaluated by the authors against the objectives. If the results were 
deemed to be adequate then the process continued, otherwise it iterated 
back to either refine the objectives and/or the prototype. 

6. Lastly, the output from the previous steps was matched against the 
existing theory to reflect and extract evidence of new or existing 
knowledge in forms of frameworks, methods, and results. 

3.2 Research process 

3.2.1 The research journey 

During my research journey, a number of activities have occurred throughout 
the different studies. These can be briefly described as follows: 

 Empirical data collection, e.g. from archives and interviews. 
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 Prototyping to generate solutions which are evaluated, identify 
uncertainties and increase an understanding of the requirements. 

 Acquisition and development of theory from performing literature 
reviews, writing papers and discussions of results during meetings, 
seminars, and conferences. 

The iterative nature and the nonlinear path which the research journey has 
included entail that discoveries made along the way can refine and even change 
the objectives of the research (Dubois & Gadde, 2002). During my research 
journey, the overarching aim has been to study ways in which we can achieve 
automation to support the design process. In the first study (see Paper I), the 
developed prototype which used a classification system to support the 
automation of planning gave insights in both how a standardized view on 
information for supporting automation can shift the challenges from a processing 
aspect to an input aspect. The third study (see Paper III), where products were 
described using Bills of Materials (BOM) as a foundation, further guided me 
towards a willingness to understand how descriptions and structures, and not 
only file formats, can be used to support automation. The second study (see 
Paper II) has however had the biggest impact on the aim of this thesis. In that 
study, the development and evaluation of a framework for optimization of the 
trade-off between operational and embodied energy highlighted that the overall 
way in which we combine multiple tools, databases, and processes can be treated 
in a more systematic way. 

3.2.2 Empirical data collection 

In Papers I-III, case studies were used in order to enable the study of automated 
approaches against real-world buildings and projects. Collecting data within case 
studies can be done through various methods, e.g. interviews, observations, 
document studies etc. (Gilliham, 2000). The primary sources of data in the case 
studies conducted in Papers I-III came from archival data which was used to set 
up the scenarios where the designed and developed approaches could be 
evaluated. The collection of archival data meant gathering drawings, BIM-
models, 3D-models, energy analysis models, and technical documents related to 
the objects being used for the studies. Interviews with representatives from the 
case companies were conducted in instances where the archival data needed to 
be complemented with details regarding the operations and use within the 
organizations. Based on the collection of archival data and interviews, 
prototypes were set up and evaluated. 
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3.2.3 Applied cases 

Case I: In Paper I, the building system along with three previously constructed 
projects was used as the case. The company providing the case is a large 
construction and property development company. The company has developed 
and implemented the use of a building system where standardized solutions and 
tested production methods for structural solutions are found. The building 
system included standardized walls, floors, roofs and installation modules. 
Empirical data in the form of archival data was collected from models and 
documents which formed the basis for the automated approach. From three 
previous projects provided by the case company, data collected regarding the 
activities and sequencing of the activities was made. The three projects consisted 
of two residential projects, and one residential and preschool project. These 
ranged from 45, 230 and 171 apartments in size, respectively. The designed and 
developed prototype was then tested and evaluated based on two different 
models which were created based on the BIM manual to collect data for its 
evaluation. Furthermore, interviews were also conducted as a part of the case 
study to gather data regarding the sequencing of construction activities. 

Case II: In Paper II a semi-detached low-energy dwelling was used as the case. 
The building consists of two duplex apartments with a total habitable area of 280 
m2. The building was located in Kiruna, northern Sweden, in a subarctic climate. 
From archival data, in the form of drawings, energy performance simulation 
models, and technical documents, was used to define the buildings initial design 
(as built-design) which later could be used to evaluate the proposed framework. 
In this study, the constituent materials in the building’s envelope were subject to 
evaluation by application of multi-objective optimization. The rest of the 
building’s design was kept as derived from the data collection. Data was also 
collected from the solutions provided by the developed prototype for multi-
objective optimization to the evaluation of the trade-off between operational and 
embodied energy in the case building. 

Case III: In Paper III a project from an industrialized house-builder was used as 
the case. The construction company applies modular construction using 
lightweight timber frame complemented with insulation materials and sheathing. 
Their buildings are mainly comprised of modules which are produced to an 
almost finished state off-site in a factory and are then assembled to a completed 
building on-site. The chosen case building is a residential building comprised of 
156 modules, and the building itself ranges from 5 to 10 stories. Archival data 
collected from the case company in the form of drawings and documents related 
to the design of the building was collected. This archival data was then 
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transformed into a BIM-model and provided the requirements for the overall 
information structure. The BIM-model was evaluated in the designed and 
developed prototype where the results provided data for the evaluation of the 
approach. 

3.2.4 Prototyping 

The use of prototypes is in this context defined as the creation of a working 
model of a system, or parts of a system. The prototyping approach was used to 
gather insights during the iterations of design and development of suggested 
solutions to problems (Nunamaker et al., 1990). A note here is that a prototype 
does not necessary represent a complete solution. It can instead also include 
exploring a partial subsystem, an individual information exchange, or any other 
part of a larger system. Once a prototype was finished, evaluation of the 
prototypes was performed by applying cases. Using this approach enabled the 
exploration of required processes, information and constraints of the suggested 
solution, providing data on its performance. The result of the prototypes can later 
be generalized and developed as frameworks or models, which present the 
required processes, information and activities involved. Each of the developed 
prototypes for the three studies is briefly described below. 

The 5D-BIM prototype: This first prototype was presented in Paper I. The main 
idea behind the first prototype was that the use of classification systems could 
support the coupling of multiple information sources in a 5D-BIM process. The 
classification system itself would be based on a building system. Such a method 
was believed to support the automation on the 5D-BIM process. The building 
system, the different databases, and BIM-model, see Figure 5, was based on 
empirical data collected in Case I. The prototype itself was developed using Vico 
Office for the abilities to work with BIM-models, scheduling, and cost 
estimation. Autodesk Revit was used as the BIM-environment and Microsoft 
Excel for the containment of the cost database. This prototype was evaluated 
against BIM-models created based on empirical data collected in Case I. 
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Figure 5:  Outline for the 5D-BIM prototype using a classification system as 
a foundation for automation information flow and processes for 
planning (from Paper I). 

The BIM-based optimization prototype: The second prototype, presented in 
Paper II, dealt with realizing a framework for a BIM-based approach to the trade-
off between operational and embodied energy. The prototype aimed at 
connecting multiple sources of information, such as geometry from a BIM-
model and material properties from a database, with parametric modelling, 
energy simulation, and optimization. The prototype was set up with empirical 
data collected in Case II. The visual programming interface Grasshopper was the 
foundation for the implementation of the prototype. The abilities of Grasshopper 
was used to exchange information with a number of different entities, including 
the format gbXML, a MySQL database, the energy simulation tool EnergyPlus, 
and the optimization algorithms in Octopus. Additional features were added 
using programming in C#. An overview of the prototype can be seen in Figure 
6. This prototype was evaluated against a building located in Kiruna, Sweden 
and a BIM-model created from empirical data collected in Case II. 
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Figure 6:  Information flow and processes for parts of the BIM-based 
optimization prototype using VPL (Grasshopper) to connect 
multiple sets of information and processes (from Paper II). 

The bills of materials prototype: The third prototype was developed for the 
study in Paper III. Its purpose was to identify to possibilities for using the 
information in a BIM-model and restructuring it to provide a bills of materials 
(BOM) representation. The prototype was developed as an add-in to Autodesk 
Revit written in C# and used analysis of geometry and attributes to derive the 
relationships between building elements and components. It was given the 
capabilities to configure different structures based on its intended use, such as 
the ability to decide how the hierarchical structure should be built and if elements 
should be grouped. An overview of this prototype can be seen in Figure 7. This 
prototype was evaluated against a building and a BIM-model created based on 
empirical data from Case III, where a BOM representation containing a 
hierarchy for projects, levels, modules, elements and parts were sought after. 
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Figure 7:  The bills of materials prototype for restructuring information in a 
BIM-model to a BOM structure (from Paper III). 

3.2.5 Acquisition and development of theory 

Acquisition of existing theory was provided by literature reviews of related 
work. Due to the topic encompassing a broad spectrum of knowledge from 
multiple fields, the literature review spanned across the domains of both 
construction research and information systems research. This included obtaining 
knowledge about BIM, automation, structures and also reviews in the context of 
BIM-based automation. The obtained research was in the form of journal and 
conference papers, books and published reports. Google Scholar and Web of 
Science and was used as the main search engines for relevant literature. The 
collected theoretical frameworks have been used to construct, evaluate and 
discuss the studies. 

Composing the studies, discussing them with colleagues, industry 
representatives, or other members of the scientific community has all been part 
of the research process. As a part of the development of theory, the results of the 
acquisition of theory, the empirical data collection, and the prototyping has been 
composed into written and orally presented work. The three studies included in 
this thesis has been either presented and discussed at conferences (Paper I and 
Paper III) or published in academic journals (Paper II). These three studies have 
also underwent peer-review processes to further refine them. 

3.2.6 Analysis 

In addition to the analyses contained in Paper I-III, a re-analysis of the empirical 
material and findings from the three appended papers is made in this thesis. The 
foundation for this analysis is based on the problems of interoperability (Santos 
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et al., 2017; Yalcinkaya & Singh, 2015) and systems integration (Shen et al., 
2010) in regard to automation of BIM-based workflows. The re-analysis aims to 
reflect on the questions of how the structure of a system’s components (RQ I) as 
well as arrangement of information structures (RQ II) can support the creation 
of BIM-based automation. For that, based on my increased understanding 
throughout this research journey of automation and the structures which it might 
include, theory on BIM, automation, and structures is revisited to develop a 
theoretical framework to support the aim of this thesis. An overview of the 
results of this can be seen in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8:  Structures on a system level (based on Negendahl, 2015) and 
information level (based on Kosovac & Froese, 2000) for 
automation of BIM-based workflows. The focus of the two research 
questions (RQ), and contributions from the papers are also 
highlighted. 

At the top, see Figure 8, is the automation of BIM-based workflows. These BIM-
based workflows include working with BIM-models to support sustainable 
construction, parametric design, cost estimation, quantity take-off, etc. (Santos 
et al., 2017). Automation of these design activities refers to moving cognitive 
work from humans to machines, and using IT-support through systems, 
solutions, or tools (Cederfelt & Elgh, 2008) to support the progress of the design 
process. The notion of automating a BIM-based workflow is here viewed 
through the system perspective, i.e. automation being implemented through an 
IT-system. The foundation for a systems perspective is given by Ekholm & 
Häggström (2011) who articulated that a system is comprised of mutually related 
components which have a composition and structure. The structure of a system’s 
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components is here viewed on two different levels: 1) how they are structured 
on a systems level; 2) how they are structured on an information level. 

On a systems level, see the bottom left of Figure 8, two contrasting structures 
are provided by Negendahl (2015): 1) centralized structure, 2) distributed 
structure. These provide two different perspectives on how components and 
information should interact within a system. To complement the comparison by 
Negendahl (2015), knowledge regarding aspects of both the centralized structure 
(e.g. Gielingh, 2008; Laakso & Kiviniemi, 2012) and the distributed structure 
(e.g. Díaz et al., 2017; Toth et al., 2012; Van Steen & Tanenbaum, 2016) is added 
to the analysis. 

On an information level, see the bottom right of Figure 8, Kosovac & Froese 
(2000) provide three levels of structures for information: 1) structured, 2) semi-
structured, 3) unstructured. These represent the level to which a machine can 
understand the information it is provided. To accompany the levels provided by 
Kosovac & Froese (2000), knowledge regarding applications through 
classification systems (e.g. Ekholm & Häggström, 2011; Kim et al., 2008) and 
bills of materials (e.g. Hegge & Wortmann, 1991; Lee et al., 2011) are added to 
the analysis. 

3.2.7 Assessing research quality 

Assessment of the validity of results is a central part in examining the quality of 
research (Yin, 2013). This includes that data is properly collected and interpreted 
and that the conclusions which are drawn accurately reflect and represent what 
was studied (Yin, 2013). Transparency of how research is conducted is a part of 
strengthening the validity (Yin, 2013). This was sought after by striving towards 
giving clear descriptions of how the collection and analysis of empirical data and 
findings were conducted. Assessments of these descriptions were in part 
provided through the submission of the papers for peer-review. This meant that 
other researchers questioned the contents and provided input which further 
clarified the descriptions within them (Flick, 2007). In regard to the collection 
of empirical material, triangulation could have been used to a greater extent to 
further validate the results. For example, participation in a use of the prototype 
developed in Paper II, or by gathering more interview data regarding the current 
state and challenges of automation and system integration, could have been used 
to strengthen the validity. However, these would have included extensive efforts 
and were not prioritized during the initial stages of this research. The measures 
used were deemed to be sufficient as to the ability to present the technical aspects 
of how structures can be used to support BIM-based automation. 
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Another important consideration is the comparability of the automated 
approaches presented in this thesis. They represent automation of activities 
which occur at potentially different phases of a design process, as well as with 
different objectives. However, they represent approaches which all comes from 
BIM-based workflows and they all strive towards coupling multiple 
applications, tools, and sets of information together. As the end goal, e.g. 
optimization of energy performance, is not the focal point of this thesis, the 
differences in these approaches are less impactful. Instead, the differences can 
be seen as providing a broader spectrum to the general topic of automating BIM-
based workflows.
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4 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

In this chapter, the findings from the studies in the three appended papers are 
summarized based on system level approaches and information level approaches 
for automating BIM-based workflows. These findings are later analyzed against 
the frame of reference provided in this thesis. 

4.1 System level approaches 

The studies in Paper I and Paper II highlight the use of multiple tools in BIM-
based workflows and automation of these workflows. It was found that when 
information which supports the different tools in these workflows reside in 
separate locations, finding means to connect them to their respective tools and 
activities is essential. Both the studies in Paper I and Paper II applied an approach 
where a supplementary tool was given responsibility for this management of 
information. In developing these systems, it was also recognized in both Paper I 
and Paper II that this entails not only for this supplementary tool to have the 
ability to aid information exchange but also to process information and control 
the execution of activities. The study in Paper I relied on the functionalities of 
Vico Office to import different sets of information and to map entries the 
different sets of information together. This meant importing quantities from a 
BIM-model and coupling those quantities to entries from two different 
databases. For instance, the quantities for a specific type of wall could be 
automatically imported and mapped to a set of costs and activities imported from 
another source.  
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The suggested framework in Paper II required the connection of information 
from a BIM model and a database to energy simulation tools, calculations, and 
an optimization algorithm. Furthermore, parametric abilities in order to enable 
optimization was a prerequisite for the optimization. The ability to incorporate 
these into a single system was identified as the major challenge. A finding from 
Paper II was that the use of visual programming languages (VPL) in 
environments like Grasshopper can serve as an instrumental tool in connecting 
different sets of information and processes. Application of VPLs can provide a 
wide spectrum of functionalities to system development ranging from 
information exchange, the transformation of geometric and non-geometric 
information, parametric modelling, and process execution. As such, information 
can be extracted from various sources and transformed into suitable formats to 
then be used to feed various processes. For instance, the geometry of a building 
can be imported from a BIM-model, transformed into a surface-based 
representation for energy simulation and then passed through to an energy 
simulation tool for evaluation. Furthermore, multiple sources of information can 
be integrated and used to derive new sets of information. Given the example of 
the surface-based representation above, additional sources of information can be 
used to couple material properties to each surface to support the energy 
evaluation. The study in Paper II also found that a common exchange format is 
not necessary to apply across all components of systems to achieve integration. 
Instead, either built-in functions or custom add-ins of solutions like VPL through 
Grasshopper can be used to read and write information to a wide range of formats 
or database management systems. Furthermore, the ability to process 
information within the VPL meant that subsets of information could be 
exchanged, mitigating the need to exchange entire models or representations. 
These subsets could later be connected to other subsets and processes according 
to the need of the system. 

The collective capabilities to exchange information, manage multiple sources of 
information, processing information and controlling the execution of processes 
was found crucial for the approaches in both Papers I and II for achieving the 
strived for automatic capabilities. 

4.2 Information level approaches 

The focal point of the studies in both Paper I and Paper III was the question of 
how different sets of information could be set up so that they would support 
different activities throughout a given process. The studies in both Paper I and 
Paper III was set in a context of industrialized house-building where 
standardized solutions and processes were used. This provided the premise that 
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this standardization could be translated into a standardization of information. 
This could then be used to support automation of information exchanges by 
providing a more predictable flow of information between activities. 

The findings from Paper I show an application based on a classification system 
which can be used by all included tools and databases in a process. A variation 
of the classification systems can be applied as the primary identifier of objects. 
Due to the generic nature of classification systems like BSAB, extensions can be 
made in order to describe distinct solutions from a company’s building system, 
e.g. going from 23.C/31 (BSAB code) to 27.C/31-380 (extended code). By 
applying a classification system, each object is expected to be identifiable by its 
label. For example, a prefabricated load-bearing exterior wall with 380 mm 
thickness could be identified by the label 27.C/31-380. By standardizing solely 
the actual identifier of objects and not their other attributes the design of the 
building should not affect the performance of the automated process. A wall for 
instance, as depicted in the example above, could be designed without 
restrictions on its overall shape. The system can still automatically be able to use 
the knowledge provided by the identifier of the wall to enrich it with information 
throughout the process. 

The findings of Paper I suggested that by applying a classification system to 
objects in the BIM model and to all entries in both of the databases, each stage 
of the process could apply a mapping procedure where the prerequisite 
information sets were joined by their identifiers. This, in the case of Paper I, 
meant that for instance when an object reached the scheduling process, it could 
be automatically coupled to information regarding the activities and sequencing 
based on its identifier. It was also concluded in Paper I that the application of a 
classification system based on standardization to support automation also 
entailed that the entire set of information needed to be known in forehand. This 
includes not only entries, such as costs and activities in the case of Paper I, but 
also the sequence of processes. 

Another approach to leverage standardization of products and processes was 
discussed in regard to bills of materials (BOM) in Paper III. A BOM perspective 
on a product, in this case a building, can be used to support the exchange of 
information throughout several stages of a building’s lifecycle. An important 
aspect of the BOM structures is to be able to represent the relationships between 
the constituent components of a product. A representation of a building in a BIM 
environment might traditionally describe a building according to the 
decomposition project – level – element. For certain contexts, more detail is 
required, and a deeper hierarchical structure is needed. In the case of 
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industrialized house-builders working with modular construction, such as in 
Paper III, the decomposition is missing the notion of subassemblies such as 
modules and parts which relate to elements, such as studs. In order to provide a 
full BOM perspective on a building represented in a BIM environment, the 
hierarchical structure and relations between each element need to be resolved. 
Using analysis of both attributes and geometry, the approach in Paper III 
described the restructuring of existing information in a BIM model to provide a 
BOM perspective. The findings illustrate how information for a building can be 
restructured and decomposed to project – level – volume – element – part. This 
can enable a subsequent mapping based on the relationships in the BOM, e.g. 
mappings based on which components such as studs and sheathing belong to 
which wall. 
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5 ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, the findings from the three studies are analyzed against the 
theoretical framework. This is conducted based on structures for a system level 
perspective as well as an information level perspective. 

5.1 System structures for supporting BIM-based automation 

The role of the BIM-models and the other required components can, due to their 
differences in scope, be seen as parts of a heterogeneous environment (Howell 
& Batcheler, 2005). Whilst the BIM-models were responsible for carrying an 
overall representation of the building(s) such as the geometry and general 
attributes, other components were responsible for various subsets of information 
relating to the process being automated. Thus, the BIM-models can be 
recognized as being one of the information repositories in a larger collection, 
instead of being the central entity from which all necessary information is 
gathered (Miettinen & Paavola, 2014). This asserts a standpoint where it is 
acknowledged that information is allowed to be distributed throughout multiple 
components. For instance, the geometrical representation can be stored in the 
BIM-model whilst the material properties which describe the constituent parts 
of the building’s envelope is stored in a separate database. Each of these 
components has their purpose and role in the larger systems, and is therefore also 
seen as responsible for carrying their related information. This leads to the 
categorization of these systems as being of a distributed structure (Van Steen & 
Tanenbaum, 2016). The heterogeneity of the constituent parts of the systems 
entails that exchange of information is not necessarily suitable to be performed 
by a common exchange format, due to the scope of information (Gielingh, 2008). 
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Instead, the exchange of information between the components of these systems 
occurred through whatever format that is suitable for the subset of information 
that is exchanged and the abilities of the sending and receiving components. 
Because the controlling entity was not provided by a neutral model for which 
exchanges occur with a common exchange format (Gielingh, 2008; Negendahl, 
2015), this responsibility was instead given to a middleware component 
(Emmerich, 2000; Van Steen & Tanenbaum, 2016), see Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9:  The distributed structure with a middleware which joins the 
components of the multi-objective optimization approach 
presented in Paper II 

The components Vico Office and Grasshopper, in the respective studies and 
systems, can be recognized as middleware components. Their main purpose was 
facilitating the communication and coordination of the constituent parts of the 
systems by managing the aforementioned heterogeneity (Emmerich, 2000). 
Managing information (Deelman et al., 2009; Toth et al., 2012) was provided by 
their ability to retrieve and send information from and to BIM-models, databases 
and other tools within the systems. Transformations of information, such as 
mapping multiple sets together to create new derivative objects (Buckland & 
Plaunt, 1994) was implemented and used within these middleware components. 
The transformations occurred in regard to both geometrical and non-geometrical 
aspects depending on the requirements of the receiver. For instance, geometrical 
information was transformed from a point-based representation to a surface-
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based representation, and sets of non-geometrical information were mapped to 
create representations of the constituent components of elements. The overall 
purpose of these transformations was to ensure that the semantically required 
elements are included for successful exchanges of information (Eastman et al., 
2010). 

Besides the abilities to manage information, these middleware components also 
dealt with how, when and where the information needed to be used. These 
aspects encompass the control functions of the middleware components (Curcin 
& Ghanem, 2008; Toth et al., 2012). The control functions are what enabled the 
connection of multiple different tools and sources of information where they 
needed to interact in a given sequence. For example, ensuring that information 
is first read from the BIM-model and the activities and sequencing database, to 
then be passed on to the functionality of the middleware which maps these two 
information sets. The role of the control functions of the middleware also 
included the application of parametric modeling (Lee et al., 2006), where 
attributes were allowed to be defined parametrically in order to enable the 
generation of design alternatives. Without the implementation of these types of 
parametric capabilities in the middleware, the application of an optimization 
engine searching for optimal solution(s) would not have been possible. 

The combination of features in the middleware components for managing 
information and control (Curcin & Ghanem, 2008; Deelman et al., 2009; Toth et 
al., 2012), as well as allowing for a wide variety of exchange formats was the 
enablers of creating these systems which could be regarded as automated or 
semi-automated, see Figure 10. 
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Figure 10.  Information and control flow within a middleware component 
(implemented in Grasshopper) in a distributed system structure in 
Paper II. 

5.2 Information structures for supporting BIM-based automation 

The information output from the BIM-models contained partial structures, such 
as the capacity to distinguish quantities for individual objects and their respective 
labels, or to provide relationships between some of the objects. However, the 
lack of a fully defined structure for their intended purposes implies that the 
information from the BIM-models could be viewed as semi-structured (Kosovac 
et al., 2000; Succar, 2009). The intended goal for the systems was not to apply a 
common exchange format entity which tried to resolve the information exchange 
or to gather all information in a single repository (Laakso & Kiviniemi, 2012). 
The ambition of the systems was to work with a level of autonomy, and a 
prerequisite was therefore instead that each of the connecting sets of information 
at the different stages could be automatically mapped to one another. This would 
then provide new derivative objects suitable for their intended use (Buckland & 
Plaunt, 1994). Due to the semi-structured nature of each subset of information, 
an approach where complementary structures were applied (Kosovac et al., 
2000). The aim of the complementary structures was to transform the less 
structured information to being structured, and as such moving it towards being 
machine understandable (Kosovac et al., 2000; Succar, 2009), see Figure 11. 
This played a part in assuring that the semantically required subsets, in this 
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instance categorization through attributes and relationships, are met for the 
successful exchange of information (Eastman et al., 2010). 

 

Figure 11:  Features of information structures and their correlation with a 
distributed system structure. 

Here, the use of structures based on classification systems and bills of materials 
(BOM) also resides in the category of applying complementary structures. By 
applying a classification system to the different information repositories, an 
agreed upon terminology was established which could be used throughout the 
different processes (Ekholm & Häggström, 2011). It also provided a possibility 
to do both one-to-one and many-to-one mappings, i.e. many objects in the BIM 
model could be mapped to one entry in the databases. Application of a 
classification system to complement existing structures also meant that only 
information required was transmitted rather than an entire building description 
(Augenbroe et al., 2003; Toth et al., 2012). This meant that for instance only the 
quantities and their identifier (i.e. a string corresponding to an entry in the 
classification system) needed to be transferred from the BIM model to the 
scheduling step. 

Whilst classification systems dealt with structuring information on an object 
level, the application of BOMs was used as a complementary structure on a 
product level, similar to a product specification (Hegge & Wortmann, 1991). 
Whilst the BIM model provides a part of these relationships which build up a 
product specification, it does not necessarily contain the entire structure needed. 
In this case, the BIM model was lacking in the relationships between volumes 
and its constituent elements as well as elements and their constituent parts. This 
comes down to the lacking semantics of the objects and in particular the relations 
(Eastman et al., 2010; Pratt, 2004). The structure already existing in the BIM 
environment might provide an adequate representation within that environment 
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itself and it could be conceived as a BOM representation in itself. However, if a 
BOM perspective as the underlying structure for information which can be used 
throughout the lifecycle of a product (Lee et al., 2011) is to be used, the structure 
needs to be completed such that the semantically required subsets are 
incorporated in order to regard the information exchanges that it provides to be 
successful (Eastman et al., 2010). 

The applications of complementary structures such as classification systems and 
BOMs used here stored and represented structured information through the use 
of attributes on the individual objects. This entails that the rest of the BIM-
models and information sources stays intact, and can still be used as previously. 
However what these complementary structures allowed for is the setup of 
structures which set the foundation for information exchanges between a 
system’s components, regardless of their actual exchange format. This entails 
that the information could, in the context of being an underlying structure for 
information exchange between a systems’ components, be considered as 
structured (Kosovac et al., 2000; Succar, 2009). 
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6 DISCUSSION 

This chapter presents a brief discussion on the work and findings from this 
thesis. Furthermore, it also presents the theoretical and practical contributions 
made. 

The choice of centralized versus distributed system structure comes in part down 
to what should control the system. In the case of the centralized structure, the 
neutral model with the common exchange format asserts top-down control over 
the components of the system (Negendahl, 2015). This means that information 
needs to conform to this common schema and the scope which it allows. Even 
though standardization of exchange formats such as IFC can be seen as a step in 
the right direction, few tools support it fully. It is therefore still necessary to be 
able to manage divergent formats and representations. As such, the main reason 
for not applying a centralized structure for the automation BIM-based workflows 
relates to the challenges which come from assuming that a single schema can 
manage all required information (Miettinen & Paavola, 2014; Santos et al., 
2017). 

One of the major strengths of the distributed structure was recognized during the 
studies, namely its ability to join multiple legacy systems without having to rely 
on a single format (Emmerich, 2000). This shifts the focus from identifying a 
unified exchange format which all constituent parts of a system work towards, 
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to rather identify solutions that can manage a collection of different formats. 
Here, the middleware becomes the unit which needs to be designed in such a 
way that it can manage the full range of variety which is impeded by the 
components of the system. As such, information is allowed to embody a wider 
spectrum, and individual components are allowed to retain control. Even though 
this distributed approach could be seen as divergent from the perspectives on 
BIM where the central model is at its core (Singh et al., 2011), the distributed 
structure still embraces that the digital representations of information is a key 
component of BIM to support design activities and collaboration (Farr et al., 
2014; Ghaffarianhoseini et al., 2017).  

As for the development and implementation of middleware components, visual 
programming languages (VPL) provides a powerful alternative to pre-built 
solutions or traditional programming. This reflection is also echoed by 
Negendahl (2015) and Toth et al. (2012). VPL-based solutions such as 
Grasshopper allow for the exchange of multiple formats, the connection to a 
number of external tools for analysis and simulation and enables parametrical 
modelling of both geometrical and non-geometrical features. Even though VPLs 
themselves does not solve interoperability (Negendahl, 2015), they provide an 
interface with flexibility regarding the management of information. In these 
regards, the use of VPLs shows great promise for the use of automating BIM-
based workflows. 

Even though we can acknowledge that exchange of information between 
different tools within a system might entail a wide variety of different formats, 
we still need to ensure that structures are in place such that we can deal with the 
information being delivered. Being in control of this process is critical if some 
level of autonomy is expected where manual interventions are not required. The 
methods chosen here to support this is based on the notion that information can 
be given a complementary structure which allows for information to be searched, 
indexed and mapped (Kosovac et al., 2000). Whether that being provided by 
appending a subset of information with a classification system (Ekholm & 
Häggström, 2011), or augmenting it with the relations required to represent a 
BOM (Hegge & Wortmann, 1991), the aim is the same. If the information is 
structured well enough, it could be expected that it is also computable (Kosovac 
et al., 2000). 

In a similar way to Negendahl (2015), Bakis et al. (2007), Toth et al. (2012), and 
Diaz et al. (2017) the findings presented in this thesis further strengthen the 
argument for distributed structures as a viable option when seeking to automate 
BIM-based workflows due to their abilities to manage heterogeneous 
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environments. Adding to their work, the findings in this thesis further the 
understanding of how component integration and automation can be achieved in 
these distributed system structures within the construction context. It also adds 
empirical evidence to the use of these system structures for automating BIM-
based workflows for both multi-objective optimization of energy performance 
and generation of cost estimations and scheduling. This study further adds to the 
knowledge of how information structures can be used to support the exchange 
of information between the constituent components of these systems. It is here 
also recognized that a mapping procedure is required if these information 
exchanges should be independent of their file formats (Toth et al., 2012). In 
similarly to Pratt et al. (2012) and their suggestion of basic references, such as 
coupling entries in information sets by their name, this study further extends this 
by suggesting a systematic approach through complementary structures, such as 
classification systems or bills of materials. 

For industrial applications, the use of a technique like the middleware in a 
distributed system to connect and integrate multiple components could be seen 
as a viable option to relying on a common exchange format. By allowing 
applications to persist with their existing possibilities of information exchange, 
the need to change entire software suites in order to achieve an automated 
workflow is lessened. Here, legacy applications can coexist with new 
applications. Extensions of existing applications can be made by introducing 
new functionalities through a middleware for supporting optimization, 
simulation, parameterization, etc. Instead of relying on the common exchange 
format for resolving the information exchange, already existing information can 
be complemented with additional attributes, such as through a classification 
system or through a bills of materials perspective. These can allow for 
information to be automatically mapped between the different components of 
the system. By applying these structures automating parts of BIM-based 
workflows in the design process could be supported, for instance, the search for 
more energy efficient buildings or the generation of cost estimation and 
scheduling.
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter concludes on the organization of a system’s components and 
arrangement of information structures in supporting BIM-based automation. It 
also provides suggestions for further research on the topic.  

Working towards the automation of BIM-based workflows in the design process 
of construction projects has been of interest in this thesis. It has targeted the 
challenges of interoperability and systems integration which stems from the use 
of heterogeneous information sources. Resolving these challenges is in part 
crucial for the successful automation of these workflows. This has been 
discussed through the perspective of applying structures on a system and 
information level to facilitate the exchange and control of information flow.  

The conclusions of this thesis are summarized as follows: 

 The use of a distributed system structure combined with middleware 
components can be used to organize and manage the heterogeneous 
components of an automated BIM-based workflow. Implementation and 
use of middleware components allow for the use of flexible procedures 
to exchange information instead of relying on a centralized structure 
based on a common exchange format. 

 Complementary information structures can be used in order to transform 
less structured information to machine-understandable information. This 
can be used to facilitate the exchange of information within automated 
BIM-based workflows by enabling the description of, and mapping 
between, heterogeneous sets of information. 
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7.1 Further research 

The research presented in this thesis discusses the use of centralized and 
distributed structures and middleware components for BIM-based automation on 
a high level. However, to reach a more systematic use and application of these 
methods, further research is suggested which in greater detail explore and 
describe the internal aspects for managing both information and control within 
these systems. Aspects such as dependability and scalability (Van Steen & 
Tanenbaum, 2016) are not covered in this thesis but are recognized as interesting 
topics for further research as they can have a significant impact on the 
performance of automated BIM-based workflows applying distributed system 
structures. 

The perspective of using both classification systems and bills of materials as 
complementary structures for information has been discussed in this thesis. 
However, to further expand on the use of complementary structures to support 
the exchange of information requires more attention to their fundamental 
aspects. Therefore, the effects of different complementary structures to different 
sets of information with varying requirements could provide a more systematic 
perspective on their use, and is therefore also suggested as a topic for further 
research. 

Lastly, this thesis mainly revolves around the technical aspects of using 
distributed structures, middleware components, and complementary information 
structures. Constructing an automated BIM-based workflow is one dimension, 
however, the users of these automated BIM-based workflows are an important 
as well to consider. Who the operators are of these systems, how they are 
integrated and how they use these systems are suggested topics for further 
research.
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Abstract
Early planning decisions are usually dependent on time-demanding, manually 
produced cost estimations and schedules. There is a trend in the construction 
industry to use 5D-BIM to speed up these processes and automated approaches 
can be used to further improve effectiveness. This research aims to investigate 
how to create an automated 5D-BIM planning process when using industrialized 
building systems. We propose an approach that combines a BIM manual with 
predefined databases based on the building system and its properties. A case 
study at one of Scandinavia’s largest construction and property development 
companies was conducted where the presented approach was tested. The 
findings show that planning using 5D-BIM is possible to partially automate 
through our approach but that there are challenges for a fully automated process 
in the standardization required and assuring that the quality of data in each step 
is adequate.

Keywords: 5D-BIM; automation; industrialized house-building; building 
system

1 INTRODUCTION
In early stages of house-building design processes it is important to keep close 
communication with the customer regarding solutions and alternatives. This puts 
demands on tools used to present and communicate the current state of the 
project. Extending three-dimensional BIM to a fourth (time) or fifth dimension 
(cost) can deliver benefits in these early stages of a project when it comes to 
acting as a means of communication with the customers (Mahalingam et al 2010; 
Eastman et al 2011). The process of doing both scheduling and cost estimation 
from a BIM model can however be time consuming, and in early stages where 
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changes are frequent this process needs to be fully or partially repeated several 
times. An automated approach for this process could improve customer 
communication in the early stages and thus become deeper implemented as a 
part of the design process.

Though there is research done on automating the process of both 4D and 5D 
using methods like ontologies (Zhiliang & Zhenhua 2012) and genetic 
algorithms (Faghihi et al 2014), a perspective of automated planning for 
industrialized house-building is yet to be found. Using an explorative approach 
our aim is therefore to describe automation of planning using 5D-BIM when 
used with building systems in industrialized house-building.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 3D, 4D and 5D BIM

In the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) industries building 
information modeling (BIM) has been one of the most important developments 
in technology over the past few years (Eastman et al 2011). Using BIM includes 
a technology with associated processes where the construction of virtual models 
of a building is used to support production, communication and analysis 
(Eastman et al 2011). Using BIM models usually entails that it is in a three-
dimensional state but it is possible to incorporate further dimensions, thus 
creating nD models containing information during the course of a building 
project lifecycle (Fu et al 2006). By adding time as a dimension, 4D-BIM has 
the possibilities of being utilized for scheduling and simulations that facilitates 
evaluation of building construction. Integrating yet another dimension, cost, 
creates 5D-BIM which has the capabilities of being used for estimations and 
financial representations. There are several values to be obtained from 
integrating BIM and employing concepts of nD models. Marshall-Ponting & 
Aouad (2005) concluded that nD models have great values to provide when used 
as a means for communication and Mahalingam et al (2010) showed that benefits 
from integrating time as an additional dimension can be found in several areas 
of a project lifecycle.

In order to identify and organize building elements within a BIM environment, 
especially when dealing with nD models, classification systems can be 
implemented. They can be used to map features and create relationships in order 
to exchange information between different tools. Firat et al (2010) points out that 
a classification system is one of the critical factors in model-based quantity take-
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off. Monterio & Martins (2013) also points out the importance of structured 
identification systems when dealing with automated approaches and model-
based quantity take-off. Currently in AEC there is a wide variety of classification 
systems including MasterFormat, OmniClass, Uniformat II and BSAB. These 
classification systems are usually based on a composition through a Work 
Breakdown Structure (WBS) which is a hierarchical structure in where the 
project scope is defined based on deliverables and where each level in the 
structure represents an increase in detail (PMI 2001). Depending on the 
application and use of the classification system, it might need to be extended to 
allow for more detailed elements to be described, like in the case with BSAB 
(Ekholm 2001).

In a context where a standardized workflow is desired, it is important that 
information created in the BIM model is done to the correct specification. This 
is to ensure that information flow both within the BIM tool and to external tools, 
such as 5D software, complies with the set standard. If a classification system is 
to be used to identify elements in order to facilitate exchange of information 
between different systems, the implementation needs to follow assigned 
classification rules. One way of working towards this goal is to use guidelines 
for creators of the BIM models to follow. That can be done in conjuncture with 
premade templates that contain default values, attributes and elements.

2.2 Building systems in industrialized house-building

If the processes within BIM and flow between the different dimensions are 
developed to be automated, standardization can be seen as one of the pillars on 
which this is achieved. Eastman et al (2011:281) points out that “Automation 
begins with standardization” and that this entails that there is a need for 
standardized building components and the attributes that are associated with 
these. One of the trends that is growing in the Swedish construction industry, 
that can be incorporated into this kind of standardization, is industrialized house-
building and with that building systems (Lessing 2006). These building systems 
are a collection of knowledge and experience in how to realize construction 
projects, and can be implemented through standardization of both technical 
solutions and related construction methods (Söderholm 2010). The content 
within these building systems significantly vary between companies (Söderholm 
2010), which affect the level of predefinition as well as project unique solutions. 
A building system can be predefined with rules how to produce the building both 
for off-site and on-site production. Also engineering predefinitions as 
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dimensions like span length, wall height and slab thickness can be implemented. 
The engineering predefinitions of the building system are often in conjunction 
with predefinitions of how the production or the erection of the building, as work
resources, to find cost efficient solutions (Lessing et al 2015).

2.3 Approaches for automation of 4D and 5D BIM

There has been a variety of research done on automating both scheduling and 
cost estimation. Faghihi et al (2015) presented in their review on automation in 
construction scheduling approaches including knowledge-based, model-based, 
neural networks and genetic algorithms. Furthermore both Zhiliang & Zhehua 
(2012) and Lee et al (2014) presented methods using ontologies to enable 
automation of cost estimation. These methods however tend to approach the 
problem in a context where information needs to be searched for or created. A 
method where information is presumed to be known in forehand and that can be 
adapted to such a scenario is one of the model-based approaches to structuring 
information in regards to scheduling and cost estimation presented by Firat et al 
(2010). In this approach a building construction information model is defined as 
a composition where a building product model (BPM) is used to store building 
elements, spaces etc. and is then accompanied by a building resource and cost 
model (BRCM) and a building process model (BPrM) that stores resource 
requirements and activity relationships respectively (Firat et al 2010). According 
to Firat et al (2010) this approach allows for semi-automatic generation of both 
cost estimates and schedules.

3 PROPOSED APPROACH
Our approach is a workflow based around utilizing standardization in order to 
enable automation. In order to provide the standardization needed, our approach 
is targeted for scenarios where there is a use of building systems as seen in 
industrialized house-building, with high levels of predefinition which should 
include the necessary building elements needed for construction of the intended 
building types. Since detailed construction and associated construction methods 
are known from within the building system, information on cost, activities and 
activity sequencing can be derived. Information extracted from the building 
system can then be used to create databases that can be utilized for both 
scheduling and cost estimation using software with 5D support.

An overview of this approach is shown in Figure 1 where the building system 
serves as input for databases that in turn provides activities within a 5D-BIM 
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workflow with information. This is managed through a classification system 
which is used to map each element and their corresponding information sets.

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed approach based around the use of a 
building system for automated planning using 5D-BIM.

Looking closer at the databases that can be seen in our approach, we can divide 
them into the following three parts:

BIM manual: Intention of the manual is to ensure that input from the BIM 
model to both 4D and 5D activities is adequate and follows certain 
conventions. Described conventions in the manual should be based 
around the building system and describe how the classification system 
work, what elements and objects are allowed to be used, how these are 
labeled in various BIM tools using the classification system and other 
conventions surrounding more specific modeling techniques if 
necessary. Creating a BIM model based on the BIM manual produces a 
product of the building system and classification system which should 
have only the endorsed elements inserted and all these elements should 
follow the rules of the classification system.
Activity and sequencing database: In order to create scheduling using our 
approach, elements and their quantities from a BIM model needs to be 
mapped to corresponding activities and their sequencing needs to be 
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defined. Detailed construction and related construction methods should 
be found within the building system and this knowledge can be extracted 
in order to define what work that goes into each element and how much 
of it is needed. In order to utilize and map quantity take-off from the BIM 
model to these activities, they need to be defined in the database 
according to how much of each activity is needed per unit of 
measurement for each element. Next up is the sequencing which 
describes in what order the activities should be performed. This 
information can also be derived from the building system but could also 
be adapted in a separate process where the sequencing is further 
standardized to suit this type of automated approach. In order to create a 
mapping for a specific element in this database and the corresponding 
elements in the BIM model, classification codes from the classification 
system is used to label the elements within the database. The result from 
using this database is a product where each element and their activities 
can be described and used for scheduling.
Cost and resource database: Last out in our approach is a database that is 
used to create cost estimates. From descriptions of detailed construction 
of each element found in the building system, material and resources 
requirements can be derived. This information can then be mapped 
against suppliers, contractors and other sources in order to determine the 
cost of each element. Similar to how the activity and sequencing database 
is used, in order to map quantities from the BIM model this also needs to 
be set up so that the values for each entry is based around what units of 
measurement is appropriate for the described element. Furthermore, the 
role of the classification system is the same in this database where 
classification codes are used on each entry to create mappings between 
the BIM model and entries in the database. The result of combining 
quantities from the BIM model, activities from 4D scheduling and this 
database is a product that contains the building as a set of required 
materials and resources combined with information on their pricing.

As mentioned above, a classification system is used to map different sets of data 
from the various sources to each other. This is done on a level that represents 
each specific type of object, or building element in this case. For example the 
classification system can contain a code for a load-bearing interior concrete wall 
with 200 mm thickness. This code is then applied to each of the objects in the 
BIM-model that corresponds to this specific type and can then be used when 
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retrieving information from the other sources of data where the same code is 
found. A suitable classification system should be chosen that can be used, or 
extended, to describe each of the building elements available in the building 
system.

In what way each of these databases is implemented depends on what software 
is available, what building system serves as the foundation and how that is 
structured, how the classification system is built and what level of detail is 
desired. In our case study, an example of these implementations will be further 
described.

4 CASE STUDY
As a part of the development of our proposed workflow, a case study was 
conducted at one of Scandinavia’s largest construction and property 
development companies. The case company has used various software and 
methods in order to create the BIM-model, cost estimation and scheduling 
including Revit, ArchiCAD, Plancon and Vico Office. At the chosen company 
they have developed and implemented use of a building system that is 
standardized on structural solutions with tested production methods. Data 
collection from models and interviews were made to validate and describe the 
method of using automated planning for building systems in industrialized 
house-building. Lastly the building system together with knowledge from three 
of the case company’s projects was combined to observe a scenario where our 
proposed approach is used.

First up is an investigation in what activities and activity sequencing that has 
been used in three projects (see Figure 2) where they have used their building 
system. This information is used to see if there are any noticeable patterns in 
how the planning of the projects is made. Also the way that locations, e.g. how 
multiple buildings and floors are planned, was investigated by looking at the 
Location Breakdown Structure (LBS).
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Figure 2. Three projects from the case company where they have used their 
building system.

Overall information on the projects and the LBS used can be seen in Table 1. 
What the investigation of the LBS showed was that in the first of these projects, 
only a breakdown including each floor was used. The other two projects used 
breakdowns including both buildings and individual floors in order to 
accommodate scheduling for the individual buildings. The difference in LBS 
mainly is derived from each projects unique specification. If a project consists 
of multiple buildings, then the company usually implements LBS with respect 
to both buildings and floors. Otherwise when a project only consists of one 
building, a LBS with respect to floors is usually sufficient.

Table 1. Description of the three projects from the case company.

Project Type Apartments Total gross area LBS
Hildedal Residential 45 3,489 m2 Floor
Traversen Residential 230 20,500 m2 Building and floor
Kvarnbergsplan Residential and 

preschool
171 10,500 m2 Building and floor

Going further, results from the study of activities and activity sequencing can be 
seen in Table 2. Activities that are present for structural framing in the projects 
vary slightly depending on each unique building as each might be designed to 
use different parts of the building system. For example some projects use an 
access balcony and some do not. The sequence of activities also varies from 
project to project, even though the same activities may be present. One 
explanation for this is that different project managers were involved in each 
project, meaning that differences in experience and opinions on the sequence 
varied. Another cause stems from the placement of the installation module 
within the apartments where certain positions mean that it needs to be placed 
before other elements in order to lift it into place. In some cases there is also a 
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desire to mount the exterior walls early on in order to mitigate the need for 
protective railing in various locations.

Table 2. Activity sequencing for the three validation projects from the case 
company. Act = Activity, (I) = Installation module, (YV) = Exterior wall, (IV) 
= Interior wall, (BJK) = Floor slab, (TRP) = Stairs, (BLK) = Balcony slab, 
(LG) = Access balcony, (LG-P) = Access balcony columns, (LG-B) = Access

balcony slab.

Project Act. 1 Act. 2 Act. 3 Act. 4 Act. 5 Act. 6 Act. 7 Act. 8
Hildedal (I) (YV) (IV) (BJK) (TRP) (BLK)
Traversen (I) (IV) (YV) (BJK) (BLK) (TRP) (LG)
Kvarnbergsplan (YV) (I) (IV) (LG-

P)
(TRP) (BJK) (LG-

B)
(BLK)

The last study against the case company was made to observe how the suggested 
approach using their building system would interact. In this study Revit was used 
as the tool for creating the BIM models and Vico Office was used for the 5D 
workflow. In this study the three databases were first developed corresponding 
to our suggested approach:

BIM manual: A manual for giving building elements labels based on a 
classification system in a BIM environment was already in use at the case 
company. It contains a description of how the classification system is 
used together with a list of classification codes for each of the elements 
available in the building system. The classification system used is based 
around BSAB, commonly used in Sweden, but is extended with company
specific codes in order to create codes for specific elements as seen in 
Table 3. Descriptions of how to add classification codes to elements in 
both Revit and ArchiCAD is also present in this manual.
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Table 3. Extract of classification codes from the BIM manual used by the case 
company.

BSAB code Specific code Combined Description
27.C/31 380-A 27.C/31-380-A Prefabricated load-bearing exterior wall 

380 mm thickness used in architectural 
model

27.F/31 285-A 27.F/31-285-A Massive floor slab 230 mm thickness 
with 40 mm topping concrete and 15 
mm finishing surface

27.G T500-A 27.G-T500-A Tile roof with 500 mm insulation above 
massive floor slab

Activity and sequencing database: Entries for activities and their 
sequencing were created based on the knowledge gathered from the 
building system and the three projects that was studied. This information 
was then stored inside an empty reference project within Vico Office in 
the corresponding views available using the classification system 
described in the BIM manual to give each entry a corresponding code. 
Each time a new project is initiated in the 5D approach, the reference 
project is used as a starting point, thus loading the list of activities and 
sequencing into a Vico Office project containing the BIM model.
Cost and resource database: Based on the available elements in the 
building system a database for cost and resources was developed in 
Excel. It contains a hierarchical structure based on the WBS found within 
the classification system as seen in the BIM manual. Each element 
contains entries that describe what type of material and work is required 
together with their consumption and price. This database is then loaded 
into the project in Vico Office where it can interact with quantities from 
the BIM model.

After these structures were in place, two different BIM models were created, 
which can be seen in Figure 3 and are described briefly in Table 4, in Revit based 
on the BIM manual. The purpose of these two BIM models was to implement at 
least one building element of each category found in the building system and 
then to observe how the different BIM models interacted with the proposed 
approach.
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Table 4. Description of the two BIM models created for testing our proposed 
approach.

Model Number of buildings Number of floors Building elements used
11A 1 8 18 + 1 installation module
11B 3 9, 13 and 7 18 + 3 different installation modules

Figure 3. The two BIM models created in Revit based on the case company’s 
building system.

These two models were then tested in Vico Office together with the reference 
project containing activities and sequencing, and using the cost and resource 
database created in Excel. By transferring the BIM model from Revit to Vico 
Office and letting the software perform quantity take-off it produced a list of 
quantities for each of the types of building elements used. When Vico Office 
performs the quantity take-off it can automatically link entries in the cost 
estimation table which has corresponding recipes, in our case done according to 
the classification system, and give estimations based on the quantities retrieved 
from the BIM model. From this, observations were made that the automated cost 
estimation worked well as long as the models were created using proper 
classification of each element according to the BIM manual. Problems arose 
though as the automated scheduling was tested. There were requirements on 
manual input for the location breakdown structure as the second BIM model 
consisted of multiple buildings and therefore required a breakdown that took the 
individual buildings into consideration as well. As the reference databases 
contain several building elements that might not be used in the current BIM 
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model, it resulted in activities that lacked quantities since they were not used. 
With the way that the software is designed, these empty entries needed to be 
deleted in order for the scheduling to fully work. The activity sequencing was 
intact between the different BIM models but needed manual input in order to 
reapply some of the settings desired, e.g. to create a loop between the different 
floors. When the necessary manual adjustments were made, exports could be 
done for both the cost estimation and scheduling in the form of reports and 
diagrams.

5 DISCUSSION
As one of the pathways to automation is through use of standardization as 
suggested by Eastman et al (2011), our approach was developed based around 
this concept. Differing from other presented methods on automation of 4D or 5D 
that looks into a context where information needs to be searched for or created, 
e.g. Lee et al (2014) or Zhiliang & Zhehua (2012), our proposed approach 
encompasses the notion that building elements, their activities and construction 
methods are known in forehand. Since this information is presumed to be known, 
our approach is focused on managing information and creating relationships 
between in order to correctly assemble it into schedules and cost estimations. 
Through this we rely heavily on a classification system and as pointed out by 
both Firat et al (2010) and Monterio & Martins (2013), the use of a classification 
system of some sort is important when looking at approaches using model-based 
quantity take-off. For our approach it serves as a key factor in order to organize 
and map information between the different sources.

Similarities to our approach can be found in the approach proposed by Firat et al 
(2010) where their different project models (BPM, BRCM and BPrM) are being 
fed information from libraries containing product structures, resources and cost 
structures, and activity structures. Differences are in the way that we choose not 
to describe each individual step in the process as different models and that we 
define the source of information to the libraries or databases as being specifically 
building systems. We also suggest the use of a classification system within the 
approach in order to organize and handle the information.

One of the difficult parts of our suggested approach is how to handle activities 
and their sequencing as seen in observations made within the case study. Since 
each project consists of a variety of unique requirements and solutions it can be 
difficult to find a generalization of activities and in what order they should be 
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placed within the scheduling. Another caveat is when dealing with projects that 
have multiple buildings which in some cases mean that the location breakdown 
structure also needs to be adapted which can be seen in our case study. These 
types of project unique solutions can be difficult to implement into an approach 
that relies heavily on standardization and requires either the approach to be 
adapted in order to become more dynamic and flexible or the building system 
and associated processes to become more standardized.

The observations made in relation to how automation of cost estimation panned 
out showed that the process can be a lot more linear than scheduling as long as 
a project follows the guidelines given by the building system in conjunction with 
the BIM manual. However, project unique solutions are still common where they 
deviate from the building system and implement solutions that impose a problem 
on an automated approach that depends on standardized solutions.

Observations of our approach also showed that there are both strengths and 
weaknesses in the used software. At one hand, the cost estimation proved to work 
well with our approach using the built-in functionality of recipes but the 
scheduling on the other hand resulted in some issues where manual input was 
necessary.

6 CONCLUSION
As the conclusion of this study, four principles have been identified which needs 
to be fulfilled if automation of planning for industrialized house-building using 
5D-BIM with our suggested approach is to be implemented: (1) each element in 
the BIM model needs to have the correct classification code; (2) no unique 
building elements can be present, all building elements need to be known 
forehand; (3) each building element needs to have entries in the databases for 
cost, activities and activity sequencing; (4) a predetermined process for the 
construction of the buildings needs to be known. These principles are in line with 
our core for the approach which is based around standardized solutions and 
processes that can be provided from a building system. Our study show that 
automation of the process using our approach is partially possible which can be 
time-saving in scenarios where changes are frequent; however there are still 
hurdles to overcome in order to make it fully automated.

Seen as our approach relies on standardized solutions, and as with automation in 
general, it can be of debate on how wide the solution scope should be within the 
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system. A too wide range of solutions can impose difficulties and a too narrow 
range might make automation excessive in some cases. Our approach benefits 
from narrower solution scopes as it usually means that standardization is more 
accessible but further research is needed for what extent it should be reasonable 
to implement. Further research is also needed to test other building systems with 
the approach and to identify possible solutions to the challenges of scheduling.
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Abstract
Design choices with a unilateral focus on the reduction of operational energy for 
developing energy-efficient and near-zero energy building practices can increase 
the impact of the embodied energy, as there is a trade-off between embodied and 
operational energy. Multi-objective optimization approaches enable exploration 
of the trade-off problems to find sustainable design strategies, but there has been 
limited research in applying it to find optimal design solution(s) considering the 
embodied versus operational energy trade-off. Additionally, integration of this 
approach into a Building Information Modeling (BIM) for facilitating set up of 
the building model toward optimization and utilizing the benefits of BIM for
sharing information in an interoperable and reusable manner, has been mostly 
overlooked. To address these issues, this paper presents a framework that 
supports the making of appropriate design decisions by solving the trade-off 
problem between embodied and operational energy through the integration of a 
multi-objective optimization approach with a BIM-driven design process. The 
applicability of the framework was tested by developing a prototype and using 
it in a case study of a low energy dwelling in Sweden, which showed the 
potential for reducing the building’s Life Cycle Energy (LCE) use by accounting
for the embodied versus operational energy trade-off to find optimal design 
solution(s). In general, the results of the case study demonstrated that in a low 
energy dwelling, depending on the site location, small reductions in operational 
energy (i.e. 140 GJ) could result in larger increases in embodied energy(i.e. 340 
GJ) and the optimization process could yield up to 108 GJ of LCE savings 
relative to the initial design. This energy saving was equivalent to up to 8 years 
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of the initial design’s operational energy use for the dwelling, excluding 
household electricity use.

Keywords: Building information modeling; Design; Embodied energy; Genetic 
algorithm; Life cycle energy; Multi-objective optimization; Operational energy; 
Trade-off

1 INTRODUCTION
The building sector is responsible for a significant proportion of the world’s 
energy use and related greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [1,2]. While the 
operational phase has been reported as being the major contributor of a 
building’s total energy usage, due to this phase lasting longer compared to others 
in its life cycle, some recent studies have emphasized embodied energy as a 
significant contributor [3–6]. Embodied energy refers to the energy use in off-
site production and transportation of building materials (i.e. “indirect initial” 
embodied energy), on-site construction processes (i.e. “direct” embodied 
energy), and refurbishment and maintenance activities (i.e. “indirect recurrent” 
embodied energy) as well as the energy use associated with the end-of-life stage 
(i.e. “indirect demolition” embodied energy) [7]. A particular concern involves
the embodied energy arising from off-site production of building materials and 
components, as it may account for up to 75% of the embodied energy’s total 
share [4,5,8,9]. A detailed study of the time series of embodied emissions in the 
UK construction sector for1997–2011 by Giesekam et al. [10] indicated that 
most of embodied emissions come from the production of materials.

In addition, research indicates that there is a trade-off between embodied and 
operational energy [6,9]. A review of the trends in operational versus embodied 
emissions in buildings by Ibn-Mohammed et al. [11] highlighted this trade-off 
and demonstrated the increasing significance of embodied emissions, an increase
which is a consequence of efforts to minimize operational emissions. This is 
mainly because reducing the heating and cooling demand of the building during 
its use requires additional materials with a higher embodied energy, along with 
new appliances and systems which can also increase the embodied energy. This 
trade-off can be more apparent in the case of buildings aiming to fulfil low 
energy and near-Zero Energy Building (nZEB) requirements. A recent review of 
90 life cycle energy assessment (LCEA) case studies of conventional, low 
energy, passive and nZEBs by Chastas et al. [6] indicated that much of the 
energy used was embodied energy, mainly in low energy and nZEB buildings. 
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Accordingly, in low energy buildings, embodied energy was ranged from 26%–
57%, and in nZEBs its contribution was ranged from 74%–100% of the total life 
cycle energy use. As the European Energy Performance of Buildings Directive 
(EPBD) [12] requires all new buildings to be nZEB by the end of 2020 (and 2018 
for public buildings), optimizing the trade-off between embodied and 
operational energy becomes even more important in order to reduce a building’s 
total energy use. Application of optimization approaches during the building
design process can, therefore, provide great potential for finding optimal 
solution(s) of the embodied versus operational energy trade-off and aid in energy 
reduction practices.

1.1 Multi-objective optimization

Optimization is the process of finding the maximum or minimum value of a 
function by choosing a number of variable subjected to a set of constraints. The 
optimization function is called a fitness or objective function. When there is 
more than one objective function, then optimization is referred to as multi-
objective or multi-criteria [13]. Multi-objective optimization is a common 
approach for optimizing trade-off problems in building design as there are often 
conflicting objectives, preventing the simultaneous optimization of each 
objective [13]. Multi-objective optimization is usually implemented using 
mathematical algorithms and optimization techniques followed by application of 
an optimization method for selecting the optimal solution(s). Multi-objective 
optimization approaches can also be useful for exploring trade-off problems 
within energy and life cycle analysis in building design. For instance, Wang et 
al. [14,15] presented a multi-objective optimization framework for exploring the 
trade-off relationship between Life Cycle Cost (LCC) and environmental impact. 
The multi-objective optimization approach described by Rapone and Saro [16] 
finds the configuration of the building facade for an office that produces the 
minimum CO2emissions and simultaneously guarantees the desired ambient 
conditions. A similar approach was adapted by Zemella et al. [17] for a building 
facade to optimize the trade-off between artificial lighting and energy usage for 
cooling. Chantrelle et al. [18] adapted both single and multi-objective 
optimization for identifying the trade-off between thermal comfort, cost, energy 
use and CO2emissions. Hamdy et al. [19] provided a multi-stage optimization 
method for finding cost optimal and nZEB solutions in accordance with the 
EPBD. Antipova et al. [20]presented a multi-objective optimization approach 
coupled with Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) for finding the optimal solutions for
retrofitting buildings by considering several economic and environmental 
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criteria simultaneously. A similar approach has been developed by Islam et al. 
[21] for balancing LCC and environ-mental impacts for residential building 
design. Azari et al. [22] adapted Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and genetic 
algorithms for an optimization technique that explored the optimum building
envelope design by using energy use and environmental performance (including 
global warming, acidification, eutrophication, smog formation and ozone 
depletion) as the objective functions. A parametric approach coupled with 
evolutionary algorithms, implemented by Hollberg and Ruth [23], explored the 
optimum retrofitting solutions with respect to environmental impact 
contributions. Despite the gradual increase in use of multi-objective optimization 
approaches for solving trade-off problems in the con-text of sustainable building 
design over the last decade, there has been limited focus on using it for finding 
the optimal solution(s)associated with the embodied versus operational energy 
trade-off.

1.2 Building information modelling

With regards to the building design phase, Building Information Modeling 
(BIM) has become an appropriate platform to use as it enables the sharing of 
multidisciplinary information in a com-mon environment. BIM can be defined 
as the process of generating, sorting, managing, exchanging and sharing building 
information in an interoperable and reusable way [24]. The capabilities of BIM
in information sharing can also be beneficial for assessing sustainable issues and 
making related decisions during the building design phase [25,26]. In fact, BIM-
based sustainability analyses can achieve “some to significant” time and cost 
savings compared to the traditional practices [27]. While recent BIM 
developments pro-vide interoperability with the energy performance simulation 
(EPS) tools that enable assessment of operational energy, existing BIM software 
generally lacks interoperability with conventional LCA tools that are the main 
ways of assessing embodied energy [28]. Consequently, embodied energy 
assessment is often carried out when the design has either been finished or 
developed to a relatively detailed level, when there is less scope to investigate 
different design decisions for reducing the building’s total energy use [28]. This 
lack of interoperability also hinders the optimization of trade-offs between 
embodied and operational energy in a BIM-driven design process, increasing the 
time, effort, and risk of mistakes, misunderstandings and errors which may occur 
due to the manual re-entry of data to and from the BIM software [28].
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Over recent years, researchers and practitioners have realized the potential of 
BIM in supporting and facilitating sustainable design strategies. Several studies 
have been carried out to expand BIM’s applicability for assisting in more 
environmental design decisions. For instance, Wang et al. [29] adapted Autodesk 
Ecotect in Autodesk Revit to facilitate assessment of the building’s operational 
energy, while a combination of other external analytical tools and databases were 
used for carrying out other areas of the LCA. A prototype tool was developed by 
Schlueter and Thesseling [30], enabling BIM-based energy/exergy performance 
assessment during building design. Jrade and Jalaei [31] incorporated energy
performance simulation, BIM and a cost estimation module for developing a 
sustainable design process. Basbagill et al. [32] presented a methodology, 
utilizing BIM, LCA and sensitivity analysis, for reducing the embodied carbon 
impact during decision-making and the design phase. Kulahcioglu et al. [33] 
proposed a framework that integrated BIM with LCA and enabled an interactive 
environ-mental performance analysis of a 3D building model. Shadram et al.
[28] developed a semi-automated BIM prototype integrated with Google Maps, 
enabling assessment of the embodied energy arising from the building material 
supply chain during the design process. Nevertheless, the major objective of 
these studies was to either integrate BIM with EPS tools for assessment of the 
operational energy or provide independent BIM processes for assessment of the 
embodied energy. Both of these methods are primarily unable to account for 
optimization of the embodied versus operational energy trade-off. Only a few 
studies have investigated the advantages of BIM for facilitating and reducing the 
complexity in setting up a building model for multi-objective optimization 
[34,35].

1.3 Research gap and research objectives

Previous research into sustainable building design has paid little attention to the 
use of multi-objective optimization approaches for finding optimal solution(s) to 
the embodied versus operational energy trade-off. In addition, the integration of 
this optimization approach into a BIM-driven design process, in order to aid 
appropriate design choices by reusing the BIM data in an interoperable manner 
for investigating the impact caused by different materials, needs further 
exploration. Therefore, the aim of this study was to develop a framework that 
provides a BIM-based multi-objective optimization for optimizing the trade-off 
between embodied and operational energy during the building design process in 
order to reduce the building’s total energy use. The scope of this study is
demonstrated in Fig. 1. The embodied energy in this study includes the energy 
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used for off-site production of building materials (i.e. “indirect initial” embodied 
energy) as well as the energy used for refurbishment of buildings through 
replacement of materials and components during the buildings’ lifespan (i.e. 
“indirect recurrent” embodied energy caused by the building refurbishment). 
The pro-posed framework was then implemented as a prototype which was 
eventually used in a case study to test the framework’s applicability to 
optimizing the embodied versus operational energy trade-off.

Fig. 1. An overview of the research scope.

2 METHOD
In this study, the method comprises (1) a proposed framework and (2) a 
developed prototype. The proposed framework describes a conceptual model 
illustrating the information flow and processes for optimizing the embodied 
versus operational energy trade-off, while the developed prototype implements 
the framework and serves as a tool for testing the framework’s applicability in a 
case study.

2.1 Proposed framework

A framework for optimizing the trade-off between embodied and operational 
energy in a BIM-driven design process is proposed. The framework provides the 
possibility for finding the optimal design solution(s) by taking into account the 
impact of different materials and their related quantities. The framework features 
four main modules (see Fig. 2): (1) BIM module, (2) Data repository module, 
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(3) Energy performance simulation module, and (4) Multi-objective 
optimization module. Each of the modules is described further below:

Fig. 2. The proposed framework for the optimization of the trade-off between 
embodied and operational energy.

2.1.1 BIM module
BIM Software manages a virtual representation of the building which is the 
subject of optimization. The BIM software can thu sbe considered as a database 
management tool, comprising the BIM model’s data considered to be of use for 
solving the trade-off problem. The BIM data of most interest, also guiding the 
level of detail required, is the geometry that is used for defining the building’s
envelope, along with the properties of the construction elements (e.g. their 
constituent materials, thicknesses etc.).

Input-output (IO) data interface is an interface between the BIM software and 
the rest of the modules involved in the framework, providing the ability to reuse 
the BIM data in an interoperable manner throughout the optimization process. 
This interface enables (1) export of the BIM data i.e. building geometry data as 
well as the properties of the construction elements to the other modules, and (2) 
import of the properties of the optimal solution into the BIM software for 
updating the virtual representation of the building.
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2.1.2 Data repository module
The core component of the data repository module is a database containing 
relevant data items for the optimization. As shown in Fig. 2, three tables within 
the database are used, each of which are described briefly as follows:

Material inventory (MI) includes the property data for various construction 
materials i.e. thermal conductivity, density, average lifespan and embodied 
energy.

Primary energy factor (PEF) contains the primary energy factors associated with 
the production, transportation and distribution of different energy supply sources 
at a regional and local level (e.g. primary energy factor for the district heating in 
Stockholm). These factors enable the conversion of estimated annual delivered 
energy (output from the energy simulation engine) to the amount of operational 
energy (primary energy).

BIM data (BD) is used for storing and reusing the BIM data, pro-viding the 
possibility for managing the data in an interoperable manner throughout the 
optimization process. Initially, the BIM data related to the properties of 
construction elements are exported from the BIM software and inserted, through 
the IO data inter-face, to this table. This enables use of a common format in the 
BD table which can be used further for storing and refining new data (i.e. optimal 
solution) derived from the multi-objective optimization module. After the multi-
objective optimization is complete, the BIM data entries are manipulated with 
the data associated with the optimal solution (output from the fourth module). 
This data is then automatically extracted from the database and used to update
the virtual representation of the building within the BIM software through the 
IO data interface.

2.1.3 Energy performance simulation module
Set up geometry is used to extract and translate the building geometry from the 
BIM software into a format that can be interpreted by the energy simulation 
engine. The data can be exported through the IO data interface in a standardized 
format which facilitates the translation. The extracted geometry creates the 
boundary conditions and the geometric building blocks of the thermal zones
(such as walls, slabs, windows etc.) which are used for calculations of shading, 
orientation and areas of the construction elements etc.

Set up construction elements defines the constituent materials of each 
construction element (e.g. external wall, internal wall, external floor etc.). This 
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is done by selecting the materials from the database (i.e. MI table) and attributing 
the selected materials to the related construction element. The set-up of 
construction elements is mainly used to allow the computation of the embodied
energy and thermal transmittance of each construction element.

Set up zones pairs the building geometry data with the construction elements. 
This subset of data enables the definition of the physical properties of the thermal 
zones (such as internal loads, hot water demand, controls, set-point for 
temperatures etc.) required for assessing the envelope’s heat transfer using the 
energy simulation engine which estimates the annual delivered energy use.

Energy simulation engine is used for dynamic simulation of the building’s 
annual delivered energy use as well as indoor thermal comfort. The simulation 
is carried out by using the output of “Set up zones” (i.e. thermal zones and their 
physical properties) along with weather data (providing the outdoor air 
temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction, solar irradiance etc. at the site
location).The output of the energy simulation engine, the estimated annual
delivered energy use, is later used for assessment of the building’s operational 
energy use.

2.1.4 Multi-objective optimization module
In the proposed framework, a multi-objective optimization is used for optimizing 
the trade-off between embodied and operational energy in order to find optimal 
design solution(s) in terms of building materials and their related quantities.

Variables and their constraints are essential building blocks for implementing a 
multi-objective optimization approach. Thereby, the user defines the design 
variables (discrete and continuous) along with their relevant constraints, usually 
subjected to representative box constraints with lower and upper bounds. The
discrete variables in this framework represent various construction materials 
which are constrained to be integer values (e.g. mineral wool = 1, cellulose = 2) 
and the continuous variables represent material quantities with a lower and upper 
bound (e.g. 0. -integer 
programming” can be used for defining the design variables which allows the
attribution of integer values to the discrete variables.

The second step is to define the conflicting objective functions as well as their 
constraints. In this framework, the main objective functions that conflict with 
each other are: (1) Embodied energy and (2) Operational energy, where 
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simultaneous optimization of these objectives without using a multi-objective 
optimization is not possible.

1st objective function (embodied energy) is estimated using:

= × , (1)

In Eq. (1), EET (MJ) is the 1st objective function (total embodied energy), EEi

(MJ/m2) is the embodied energy of each construction element (e.g. external wall, 
internal wall, etc.) and Aen,i (m2) is the enclosing area of the related construction 
element. EEi and Aen,i are respectively the output of “Set up construction 
elements” and “Set up geometry” in the third module (i.e. energy performance
simulation module). Thus, the total embodied energy (EET) is the output of “Set 
up zones” from the third module, whereas for setting up the zones in the third 
module, a combination of the geometry and construction elements is required.

The embodied energy of each construction element (output from “Set up 
construction elements”) can be estimated using:

= × × , (2)

In Eq. (2), EEi (MJ/m2) is the embodied energy of each construction element, 
and EEj (MJ/m3) is the embodied energy for each material which is stored in the 
database (MI table). It should be noted that some Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) 
databases set 1 kg of the material as the functional unit, therefore the embodied 
energies of the materials in these LCI databases are presented as (MJ/kg). Thus 
to apply Eq. (2), the embodied energy entity needs to be converted to MJ/m3by 
multiplying the material’s embodied energy value (MJ/kg) with its density 
(kg/m3). The thickness of the material in each construction element is tj (m), Lb

(yr) is the building’s lifespan, lc,j (yr) is the average lifespan of each material and 
is a “ceiling function” that maps the lowest integer that is greater than or equal 

to a given real number. Applying the ceiling function over the fraction of Lb and 
lc,j in Eq. (2), allows for the impact of the “indirect recurrent” embodied energy 
caused by the refurbishment of building materials to be accounted for. Regarding 
components such as windows and doors, in this framework these components 
are assumed to be construction elements and the stored embodied energy factors 
in the database for these types of elements have units MJ/m2 (i.e. 1 m2 as the 
functional unit).
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2nd objective function (operational energy) is estimated by using the output of 
the energy simulation engine (i.e. annual delivered energy) along with the 
primary energy factors (stored in the database (PEF table)). The operational 
energy can then be evaluated with:

= ( , × ) × (3)

In Eq. (3), OP (MJ) is the operational energy use, Edel,p (MJ) is the annual 
delivered energy use related to each energy supply source (e.g. district heating, 
electricity, etc.) used for heating, cooling and operation of household appliances, 
PEp is the primary energy factor associated with each utilized energy supply 
source and Lb (yr) is the building’s lifespan. Constraints on the objective 
functions are used to ensure a set of conditions (e.g. thermal comfort) is met. The 
constraints on the objective functions will be discussed further in subsection 2.2
where the developed prototype is described. 

Producing the optimization trade-off approach is implemented by coupling an 
optimization algorithm with a multi-objective optimization method. The 
optimization algorithm carries out design iterations in search of the optimal 
design according to the specified design variables, objectives and constraints, 
while the multi-objective optimization method is used to find the best 
solution(s)(whether global or local optima) from those design iterations. The
choice of the optimization algorithm depends on the problem being solved. In 
general, it has been reported that the use of discrete design variables causes 
discontinuities in the output of energy simulation engines which can also 
produce discontinuities in the results of the design iterations carried out by the 
optimization algorithm [36]. Some other authors have also argued that the energy
simulation engines can primarily be seen as black-box function generators, 
meaning that the gradient information required by several optimization 
algorithms is not available [37,38]. As a result, it is not recommended to couple 
the gradient-based optimization algorithms with energy simulation engines for 
solving the energy optimization problem [36,39]. A review of simulation-based 
optimization algorithms and methods applied in the context of building
performance analysis by Nguyen et al. [36] indicated that the stochastic 
population-based algorithms (evolutionary algorithms, genetic algorithms, 
particle swarm optimization and hybrid algorithms) are the most frequently used 
for building performance optimizations, mainly due to their robustness in 
handling the discontinuities caused by the energy simulation engines. As this
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framework requires the discrete variables (materials) as well as an energy 
simulation engine for solving the trade-off problem between embodied and 
operational energy, the use of a stochastic population-based algorithm as the 
optimization algorithm was recommended.

Select and re-instantiate the optimal solution is a process in which the user, 
depending on the purpose of the optimization, selects the optimal solution 
(global or local optima) from the solutions which have been determined by the 
optimization approach and, by re-instantiation, updates the design variables 
associated with this optimal solution in the database (BD table). The IO data
interface then extracts this information from the database and automatically 
updates the virtual representation of the building in the BIM software. This 
provides an interoperable and reusable manner for managing the BIM data 
throughout the optimization process and reduces the time and effort required 
along with lowering the risk of mistakes, misunderstandings and errors which 
may occur due to the manual re-entry of data into the BIM software.

2.2 Developed prototype

To implement the framework and test its applicability for optimizing the 
embodied versus operational energy trade-off, a prototype was developed and 
used for finding optimal solution(s) in a case study. Similar to the proposed 
framework (see Fig. 2), the developed prototype contained four main modules. 
Four tools and three plug-ins (see Fig. 3) are used in this prototype to implement
the framework. Below, there is a brief description of the implemented modules 
in this prototype.
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Fig. 3. Tools, application and plug-ins used in this prototype for implementing 
the framework.

2.2.1 BIM module
BIM Software, Autodesk Revit in this prototype, was used for the establishment 
of a virtual representation of the building.

IO data interface was developed using Dynamo [40], a visual programming 
extension for Autodesk Revit, for managing the BIM data in an interoperable 
and reusable manner. This IO data interface (see Fig. 4) was used in conjunction 
with the virtual representation of the building in Autodesk Revit for (1) exporting 
the geometry and construction element properties from Autodesk Revit (referred 
to as “output interface” in this prototype), and (2) importing the optimal solution 
produced by the optimization trade-off approach (in the fourth module) to 
Autodesk Revit, in order to update the virtual representation of the building 
(referred to as “input interface” in this prototype). Each of the interfaces was 
developed in an individual Dynamo workspace. For a detailed overview of the 
developed IO data interface in the Dynamo, see Appendix A: IO data interface.

As shown in the bottom part of Fig. 4, the steps involved in the development of 
the output interface in the Dynamo workspace are as follows:
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Export model to gbXML: Using calls to classes and methods in the
Autodesk Revit’s API related to exporting information, a script was 
created that exported the model in a Green Building XML document 
(gbXML) format containing the geometry.
Extract construction elements and their properties: Nodes in Dynamo 
were used to extract construction elements and their properties from the 
virtual representation of the building in Autodesk Revit in order to 
populate the MySQL database (BD table) with the relevant BIM data.
Write construction element properties to database: By using nodes from 
the Slingshot package to establish a connection between Dynamo and the 
MySQL database, the extracted BIM data, i.e. properties and an identifier 
for each construction element as well as a project identifier, were inserted 
into the MySQL database (BD table).

As shown in the top part of Fig. 4, the steps involved in the development of the 
input interface in the Dynamo workspace are as follows:

Extract construction elements: Initially, the nodes available in Dynamo 
were used to extract construction elements from the virtual 
representation of the building in Autodesk Revit. These will be updated 
later with the optimal solution (i.e. the optimal construction element 
properties) generated from producing the optimization trade-off
approach in the fourth module.
Retrieve optimal solution from database: Simultaneously, nodes from 
Slingshot were applied to establish a connection between Dynamo and 
the MySQL database, providing the opportunity to retrieve information 
regarding the optimal solution from the MySQL database (BD table) by 
using the construction element’s unique identifier.
Update construction element properties with the optimal solution: The 
optimal solution stored in the MySQL database (BD table)was then 
processed with a script using calls to Autodesk Revit’s API in order to 
update the virtual representation of the building with the optimal 
construction element properties (i.e. the optimal thickness of each 
construction element). As a result of this, the optimal solution produced 
by the optimization trade-off approach stored in the MySQL database 
could be automatically updated in the virtual representation of the 
building within Autodesk Revit.
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Fig. 4. The Input-Output (IO) data interface developed in Dynamo

2.2.2 Data repository module
The database, developed using MySQL as the database management system, 
contained three tables:

Material inventory (MI) was populated with the properties of 90 commonly used 
construction materials and components. These properties were thermal 
conductivity, obtained from the applied building physics student literature [41], 
as well as density, average lifespan and embodied energy, which were mainly 
obtained from the Bath Inventory of Carbon and Energy (ICE) [42].

Primary energy factor (PEF) was accumulated with the PEFs associated with the 
energy mix for Swedish electricity production as well as the district heating 
production in all the municipalities and cities in Sweden, obtained respectively 
from [43] and [44].

BIM data (BD) was initially populated using the “IO data inter-face” with 
properties of the construction elements found in the virtual representation of the
building within the BIM software. These properties were the project id, the 
construction element’s unique identifier, and the overall thickness of each 
construction element. These properties were eventually substituted with those
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from the optimal design solution to be used further for updating the virtual 
representation of the building within the BIM software.

2.2.3 Energy performance simulation module
Grasshopper [45], a visual programming extension for Rhinoceros [46], along 
with two plug-ins (Archsim and Sling-shot), were used for implementing the 
“Energy performance simulation module”. Fig. 5 shows the Energy performance
simulation and multi-objective optimization modules developed in Grasshopper. 
For a detailed overview of these developed modules in Grasshopper, see 
Appendix B: “Energy performance simulation” and “Multi-objective 
optimization” modules.

Set up geometry was implemented with a script that interpreted the geometrical 
representation of the building, delivered in gbXML format from the “IO data 
interface”, and translated the contents to boundary representations suitable for 
use with Archsim.

Set up construction elements was implemented using Archsim in Grasshopper. 
To ensure a connection between Grasshopper and the MySQL database, 
Slingshot was used, which allowed for the selection of materials from the 
MySQL database (MI table) and setting up of the construction elements within 
Grasshopper’s interface. The outputs from setting up construction elements were 
the thermal transmittance (i.e. U value) and embodied energy for each of the
construction elements which were used, respectively, for evaluating the 
building’s annual delivered energy use and assessing the total embodied energy. 
The embodied energy of the construction elements is estimated using Eq. (2) and 
by using the evaluating equations in Grasshopper.

Set up zones was also implemented by using Archsim through the Grasshopper 
interface by linking the imported geometry (from “Set up geometry”) with the 
developed construction elements (from “Set up construction elements”).

Energy simulation engine was implemented using Archsim in Grasshopper, 
which enabled a connection to EnergyPlus [47]. The outputs of EnergyPlus used 
in this prototype were the building’s annual delivered energy use as well as the 
monthly operating temperature for each of the thermal zones which were used, 
respectively, for assessing the building’s operational energy use and as a
nonlinear constraint to the objective functions in the multi-objective 
optimization module.
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Fig. 5. The energy performance simulation and multi-objective optimization 
modules developed in Grasshopper.

2.2.4 Multi-objective optimization module
The multi-objective optimization module was also implemented in Grasshopper 
by using Octopus, a multi-objective genetic algorithm solver, based on SPEA-2
and HypE. The implementation procedure of this module for carrying out the 
optimization trade-off approach in Grasshopper is shown in Fig. 5 and is briefly 
described below.

Variables and their constraints were defined using mixed-integer programming, 
in which integer values are attributed to discrete variables (i.e. various 
construction materials) and continuous variables (i.e. material quantities) 
subjected to box constraints with lower and upper bounds. The mixed-integer 
programming was generated by using built-in functions in Grasshopper such as 
number sliders, enabling the user to set up continuous variables, and list selectors 
from where discrete variables could be introduced.
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1st objective function (embodied energy) was given by the output of “Set up 
zones” in which the geometry and construction elements interacted. This was 
because, in “Set up zones”, the construction elements are linked to the associated 
thermal zones. From this ,the total enclosing area for each of the construction 
elements was determined and the total embodied energy could thus be assessed
based on Eq. (1), in which the multiplication of the embodied energy for each of 
the construction elements (output of “Set up construction elements” in 
accordance with Eq. (2)) with its total enclosing area, were summed. 
Accordingly, for producing the total embodied energy results, the 
aforementioned datasets were further calculated and combined using evaluating 
equations in Grasshopper.

2nd objective function (operational energy) was evaluated by using the output 
of EnergyPlus (i.e. annual delivered energy use) along with PEFs stored in the 
MySQL database (PEF table), which were retrieved using the MySQL 
connection provided by Slingshot. These datasets were further calculated and 
combined using Eq. (3) and by using evaluating equations in Grasshopper to 
produce the operational energy result.

Constraints on the objective functions were used to ensure that the operating 
temperature did not exceed the related set point.
set as a nonlinear inequality constraint of the objective functions to ensure that a 
thermal comfort could be achieved during the hot summer days. Implementation 
of the constraint within the prototype was achieved by using built-in
functionality for evaluating the “less-than-or-equal-to” and “more-than-or-
equal-to” bounds.

Producing the optimization trade-off approach was, as illustrated earlier in the 
proposed framework (subsection 2.1), implemented through joining a stochastic 
population-based algorithm with a multi-objective optimization method. In this 
prototype, Genetic Algorithms (GA) were applied as an instance of a stochastic
population-based algorithm, as previous studies of multi-objective optimization 
indicated that GAs outperform the other stochastic population-based algorithms 
[36,48,49]. This is mainly due to (1) the ability of GAs to handle discrete 
variables [36], (2) concurrent evaluation of n individuals, allowing parallel 
simulations on multi-processor computers [36], (3) suitability for solving multi-
objective optimization problems [48], (4) robustness when there are high
simulation failure rates [36], and (5) robustness when handling discontinuities 
[49].
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In addition, the use of “scalarization” as the optimization method was not 
suitable for this study since providing a reason-able weighting factor to each of 
the objective functions was difficult and could not be done accurately enough. 
Therefore, “Pareto optimization” was used as the multi-objective optimization 
method in this prototype. Generally, this method can also provide a better
understanding of how different design solutions can affect each of the objective 
functions (i.e. embodied versus operational energy) by representing a set of 
optimal and non-dominated solutions a sa Pareto Frontier curve. Since Octopus 
provides a multi-objective GA solver for production of a set of trade-off optimal 
solutions, representing a Pareto Frontier, it was used in this prototype for
“Producing the optimization trade-off approach” within Grasshopper’s interface.

Select and re-instantiate the optimal solution was also carried out through using 
Octopus in Grasshopper, since Octopus allows for selecting and re-instantiating 
the optimal solution in order to determine its related design variables (i.e. 
optimal materials and their related quantities). Once the optimal solution was re-
instantiated in Octopus, its design variables along with the construction 
elements’ identifiers given by “Set up geometry”, were used to create an SQL 
command for updating the specified record(i.e. the optimal solution’s variables) 
in the MySQL database (BD table) using the connection provided by Slingshot. 
Ultimately, the “IO data interface” reads the optimal solution’s variables from 
the MySQL database (BD table) and, by using the construction element’s
identifier, can, in an interoperable manner, update the virtual representation of 
the building in Autodesk Revit with the optimal construction element properties.

3. CASE STUDY
The developed prototype was used in a case study to test the framework’s 
applicability as a decision support tool for optimizing the embodied versus 
operational energy trade-off and finding the optimal solution(s) related to the 
materials that constitute the construction elements of a building’s envelope, and 
their quantities.

3.1 General description of the case study

A semi-detached low-energy dwelling consisting of two duplex apartments with 
a total habitable surface area of 280 m2 was used for this case study. The dwelling 
was built in Kiruna, northern Sweden, located in a subarctic climate. An air 
handling unit, equipped with an air-to-air heat exchanger and a heating coil 
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connected to the district heating grids, was the main active energy system in each 
apartment. Fig. 6 shows a 3D BIM model and the floor plans of the dwelling.

Fig. 6. 3D BIM model and the floor plans of dwelling.

The internal height of each floor was 2.4 m, and the total glazed area was 47 m2.
The dwelling’s initial design (as-built design) was used in this case study for 
finding the optimal solution(s) relating to the initial materials and their quantities 
that constituted construction elements. In total, seven design variables, being 
three discrete and four continuous variables, were defined in this study. These
design variables corresponded to the constituent insulation materials in the 
exterior construction elements of the dwelling as they were in greater quantities 
and thus had a higher embodied energy compared to the other constituent 
materials. The discrete variables in this case study were therefore set to be 
different insulation materials and continuous variables were the quantities (i.e. 
thickness) of the insulation materials. Tables 1–4 show the exterior construction 
elements associated with the initial design of the dwelling along with continuous 
and discrete variables considered for optimizing the trade-off problem in this 
case study.
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Table 1. The exterior construction elements associated with the initial design of 
the dwelling along with design variables considered in this optimization 

approach (in this table, the constituent materials of each construction element 
are listed in order from internal to external).

Construction 
element

Initial material Initial 
thickness
(m)

Design 
variable

Design 
variable 
number 
(Continuous)

Design 
variable 
number 
(Discrete)

Exterior 
floor

Oak 0.005 No
Concrete 0.1 No
Expanded Polystyrene 
(EPS)

0.4 Yes 1

Exterior wall Gypsum 0.013 No
Oriented strand board 0.011 No
Wood stud with 
intermediate mineral 
wool (c-c 450 mm)

0.045 No

Plastic foil 0.0002 No
Polyisocyanurate (PIR) 
insulation

0.140 Yes 2 5

Wood stud with 
intermediate mineral 
wool (c-c 600 mm)

0.145 Yes 3 6

Gypsum board 0.006 No
Mineral wool 0.08 No
Air gap 0.028 No
Timber panel 0.025 No

Roof Gypsum board 0.013 No
Plastic foil 0.0002 No
Wood stud with 
intermediate cellulose 
(c-c 1200 mm)

0.22 No

Cellulose 0.78 Yes 4 7
Wood board 0.022 No
Air gap 0.025 No
Wood panel 0.025 No
Roof felt 0.001 No
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Table 2. The continuous variables considered in this optimization approach 
along with their ranges.

Design variable (Continuous) Lower bound (m) Upper bound (m) Variable type
1 0.1 0.5 Continuous
2 0.07 0.3 Continuous
3 0.1 0.3 Continuous
4 0.2 0.78 Continuous

Table 3. The discrete variables considered in this optimization approach along 
with their ranges.

Design variable (Discrete) Index min Index max Variable type
5 1 3 Discrete
6 5 6 Discrete
7 3 4 Discrete

Table 4. A list of the insulation materials considered as the discrete variables 
in this optimization approach.

Index 
number

Material Thermal Conductivity 
(W/m.K)

Embodied 
energy (MJ/kg)

1 PIR insulation 0.028 102.1
2 EPS insulation 0.035 88.6
3 Mineral Wool 0.039 16.6
4 Cellulose 0.042 2.5
5 Wood stud with intermediate 

mineral wool (c-c 600 mm)
0.046 14.38

6 Wood stud with intermediate 
cellulose (c-c 600 mm)

0.049 6.16

In addition to these design variables, the dwelling (along with its initial design 
parameters) was used as a reference building. The reference building was then 
simulated as being located in four cities in Sweden, each city within a different 
climate zone (see Fig. 7), in order to evaluate the applicability of the prototype 
as well as the framework in supporting optimization of embodied versus 
operational energy trade-off. Sweden is divided into 4 climate zones with respect 
to the requirements for the maximum energy demand in accordance with the 
Swedish national board of housing, building and planning [50]. The parameters 
that were considered in this case study for optimizing the trade-off between 
embodied and operational energy are presented in Table 5. These parameters 
were mainly the initial design parameters obtained from the construction 
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company as well as parameters that were assumed to be in accordance with the
Swedish building codes and guidelines [50,51].

Fig. 7. The Swedish climate zones as well as the cities used in this case study.
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Table 5. Parameters considered in this case study.

Parameters Value Source
Dwelling’s lifespan 50 years
Materials’ average lifespan 50 years
Room’s temperature set point (heating) 21 C [51]
Cooling Turned off
Annual hot water demand 20 (kWh/m2) [51]
Internal gains from domestic hot water 
usage

20% [51]

Annual household electricity 30 (kWh/m2) [51]
Internal gains from household 
electricity use

70% [51]

Number of occupants in each apartment 3.51 [51]
Internal gains from occupants’ heat 100% [51]
Effect per occupant 80 (W) [51]
Occupant presence per day 14 h [51]
Mechanical ventilation (air flow) 0.35 (l/s. m2) [50]
Ventilation recovery ratio (always on) 89% Construction 

company
Highest operative temperature 
(constraint on objective functions)

26 C

Infiltration (constant) 0.1 (ACH) Construction 
company

Additional energy use and losses (e.g. 
distribution system losses, plant losses 
and thermal bridges)

10% of the heating demand Construction 
company

Annual operational electricity for fans 
and pumps etc.

4.5 (kWh/m2) Construction 
company

Windows Solar heat gain factor = 0.37
U-value = 0.65 (W/m2.K)
Visible transmittance = 0.74
Lifespan = 50 years

Construction 
company and [52]

Doors U-value = 0.7 (W/m2.K)
Lifespan = 50 years

Construction 
company and [52]

3.2 The simulation and multi-objective optimization approach

The simulation and optimization approaches in this case study were 
implemented on a computer with an Intel® Xeon® CPU3.4 GHz processor, 64 
GB RAM, running Microsoft Windows 7 as the operating system. A simulation 
run took 7 s on average. The following values were set as the GA parameters: 
maximum generation = 100, population size = 50, crossover rate = 0.8, Mutation
probability = 0.1, mutation rate = 0.5 and elitism = 0.5.
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3.3 Results and discussion

The embodied energy in this case study includes the primary energy used for 
production of building materials and components during the building’s lifespan 
(i.e. the “indirect initial” and “indirect recurrent” embodied energy of the 
dwelling caused by the production and refurbishment of building materials), but 
excludes the energy use associated with the production and refurbishment of the
dwelling’s mechanical systems such as plumbing, heating and air conditioning 
systems. The main reason for excluding the embodied energy of the mechanical 
systems was the lack of appropriate data for the embodied energy factors of such 
systems. It should be noted that, as the average lifespan for all the materials and 
components is assumed to be the same as the building’s lifespan (50 years) in
this case study, the “indirect recurrent” embodied energy caused by the 
refurbishment of building materials did not have an impact on the results for the 
total embodied energy. The operational energy includes the primary energy use 
for heating, hot water demand and operational electricity use of the dwelling, 
minus the internal gains caused by hot water usage, household electricity use and
occupants’ heat. In the evaluation of operational energy use in this case study, 
the household electricity usage was excluded since itis dependent on occupant 
behavior as well as household devices. Fig. 8 shows all the feasible solutions
from the multi-objective optimization approach for the reference building 
located in Kiruna, Karlstad, Stockholm and Gothenburg in Sweden (each city 
located in a different climate zone).

In Fig. 8, the initial design indicates the result of embodied versus operational 
energy starting with the initial materials and their related quantities which 
constitute the construction elements in the reference building. Pareto solutions 
imply a set of non-dominated solutions where there are no other feasible 
solutions that improve one objective without weakening another. The utopia
point indicates an imaginary target (lowest embodied and operational energy 
use) which cannot be obtained due to the trade-off among objectives. The 
vertical dashed black lines in Fig. 8 indicate the energy requirements for a 
passive house and a mini-energy house (i.e. energy-efficient house) based on 
Sweden’s center for near-zero energy houses [53]. These requirements are 
expressed specifically for each climate zone for the amount of annual delivered 
energy use. Hence, these requirements have been converted to the amount of 
operational energy (50 years primary energy use) by using the PEFs associated 
with the district heating as the energy supply system in each individual city, and 
assuming 4.5 (kWh/m2) as the dwelling’s annual operational electricity use. 
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These requirements are shown as vertical lines in Fig. 8, as there is no specific
requirement for embodied energy in the Swedish standards. In Fig. 8, the mini-
energy house requirement is not shown for the cases of Karlstad, Stockholm and 
Gothenburg as all the solutions to these cases fulfill the passive house
requirement. Fig. 8 reveals a significant trade-off between embodied and 
operational energy in which reduction of operational energy results in an 
increase in embodied energy and vice versa. This significant trade-off is more
obvious in the case of Karlstad and Gothenburg when comparing the Pareto 
solutions with minimum and maximum levels of embodied energy, as a 
reduction of the operational energy use by almost140 GJ (i.e. 0.5 GJ/m2) can 
yield a greater than 340 GJ (i.e. 1.2 GJ/m2)increase in the embodied energy. For 
the case of Kiruna, the initial design can only fulfill the mini-energy house 
requirement and not the passive house requirement; however, there are a number 
of solutions that outperform the initial design in terms of embodied and 
operational energy which also fulfill the passive house requirement. The main 
purpose of this case study has been set to find an optimal solution which 
outperforms the initial design in terms of embodied and operational energy. In 
Fig. 9, the solutions that out-perform the initial design (i.e. better solutions) are 
shown for all the cases.
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Fig. 8. Scatter charts of initial design, feasible solutions and Pareto frontiers 
for all the cases (the results indicate embodied versus operational energy for 

50 years lifespan of the dwelling).

The optimal solution in Fig. 9 refers to the solution which results in the lowest 
LCE use relative to the initial design. In all cases, the optimal solution yields a 
“modest-to-significant” reduction in the embodied and operational energy
compared to the initial design. In the case of Kiruna, the optimal solution also 
fulfills the passive house requirement for the dwelling. In all cases, although the 
optimal solution does not reduce the operational energy use considerably in 
comparison with the initial design, it does give a reduction in embodied energy 
of up to 100 GJ (i.e. 0.4 GJ/m2). The results thus indicate that while there is 
limited scope to reduce the operational energy use for all the cases, as the initial 
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design already fulfills the low-energy and energy efficiency requirements, there 
is also room to reduce the embodied energy, and thus the dwelling’s LCE, by 
selecting appropriate materials and quantities during the design process. 
Regarding the case of Kiruna, there are a number of solutions (among better 
solutions) that do not fulfill the passive house requirement. In this case study, it 
should be mentioned that although the main constraint to the objective functions 
was set to be the operating temperature in the thermal zones, it was also possible 
to extend the constraints in order to exclude solutions that did not fulfill the 
passive house requirement. Table 6 shows the optimal solution with its related 
design variables for each of the cases as well as the total reduction in the
dwelling’s LCE use.
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Table 6. The optimal solution and its related design variables for each of the 
cases as well as the total life cycle energy reduction.
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Fig. 9. Scatter charts of solutions that outperform the initial design in terms of 
embodied and operational energy use for all the cases (the results indicate 
embodied versus operational energy for 50 years lifespan of the dwelling).

As shown in Table 6, in all cases, the optimal solution has the same discrete 
variables. This reveals implications for the ability of the developed prototype to 
handle discontinuities which can be caused by the discrete variables. The 
continuous variables associated with the optimal solution in the case of Kiruna 
have higher values than in the other cases. This is mainly due to the fact that
Kiruna is located in a colder region (climate zone I) compared to the other cases. 
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In addition, the PEF for the district heating production in Kiruna is relatively 
higher than the others. This makes the reduction of the operational energy more 
important in the case of Kiruna, meaning that thicker insulations are more 
beneficial. Overall, the optimal solution in all cases can yield up to 108 GJ 
(i.e.0.4 GJ/m2) of life cycle energy savings relative to the initial design. This 
energy saving is equivalent to almost 4–8 years of the initial design’s operational 
energy use for the dwelling, excluding the household electricity use. Depending 
on the purpose of the study, the optimal solution can differ. In this case study, 
the main purpose was to find an optimal solution which provided the lowest LCE 
use and outperformed the initial design in terms of embodied and operational 
energy. If, for instance, the lowest LCE use had been considered as the long-
term goal of the case study, then another solution would possibly have become 
the optimal one (which might contribute to higher operational energy use 
compared to the initial design but would have significantly reduced the 
embodied energy).

4. CONCLUSION
The design choices with a unilateral focus on the reduction of operational energy 
use for creating energy efficient and near-zero energy building practices can 
increase the impact of the embodied energy, as there is a trade-off between 
embodied and operational energy use [6,9,11]. In addition, many of the building 
energy regulations only have requirements related to the thermal transmittance
of the building envelope, heat recovery and reduction of annual delivered energy 
use. Previous studies have mainly focused on demonstrating the trade-off 
between embodied and operational energy through case study investigations 
rather than providing a BIM-based optimization method which enables to solve 
this trade-off. The significance of this study is thus that it has extended the scope 
for solving the embodied versus operational energy trade-off and enables the 
optimal design solution(s) to be found by accounting for the impact of building 
materials as well as their related quantities. For this purpose, a framework was
proposed, supporting to optimize the trade-off between embodied and 
operational energy in a BIM-driven design process, in order to reduce the total
life cycle energy use of buildings. The framework integrated the rich information 
stored in the BIM software with an energy performance simulation and a multi-
objective optimization to facilitate exploration and making of appropriate design 
decisions for the designers. Thereby, an automated or semi-automated 
optimization process has been provided, enabling a reduction in the time and 
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effort, and a lowering of the risk of mistakes, misunderstandings and errors
which were reported to occur due to the manual re-entry of data in and out of the 
BIM software [28]. The proposed framework in this study is therefore a response 
to the shortcomings of coupling data-rich BIM with multi-objective design 
optimization, something highlighted in the review of algorithms for optimization 
of the building design by Machairas et al. [13]. In the proposed frame-work, the 
“IO data interface” and the “database” were served as the two main components 
to overcome the interoperability problem for managing the BIM data in a 
reusable manner. These two components were used for (1) exporting the BIM 
data to the other modules, and (2) importing the properties of the optimal 
solution (output of the multi-objective optimization) into the BIM software.

For evaluating the framework’s applicability, a prototype was developed and 
used in a case study to find the optimal design solution to achieve a low life cycle 
energy usage. In the developed prototype, the energy performance simulation 
and multi-objective optimization approach were implemented and combined 
within a common interface (Grasshopper), providing the possibility for solving 
the trade-off problem between embodied and operational energy, while 
simultaneously estimating the energy performance of the building. This process 
also enabled a significant reduction in the required time for each simulation run, 
and thereby the optimization process as a whole, compared to the other 
optimization studies carried out in which a simulation engine was coupled with 
an optimization package. A simulation run took 7 s on average in the developed 
prototype, resulting in a maxi-mum iteration of 100 generations with 50
populations taking less than 10 h in total to reach the optimal solution for each 
of the cities in the case study. The case study included seven design variables. 
Four of them were continuous and three were discrete (see Table 1). Considering 
0.01 (m) as the exhaustive search step for continuous variables, a brute-force 
search method would require 41 × 24 × 3 × 21 × 2 × 59 × 2 = 14630112 
simulation runs to systematically enumerate all the possible feasible solutions. 
This means that 1185 days (assuming 7 s for each simulation run) would be 
required to produce brute-force search results for each of the cases evaluated in 
the case study. This issue impacts on the applicability of such a prototype and 
framework for assisting designers to understand time-efficiently the impact of 
design variables on the conflicting objectives. The proposed framework and the 
developed prototype in this study can also be useful for finding optimal
solution(s) in the case of building retrofitting projects. One of the main energy 
improvement strategies in such projects is retrofitting the building envelope by 
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substituting and adding new materials to the building’s enclosure, possibly 
resulting in an increase in the embodied energy.

The results of the case study demonstrated the significant trade-off between 
embodied and operational energy. A reduction of the operational energy use by 
almost 140 GJ (i.e. 0.5 GJ/m2) could yield a greater than 340 GJ (i.e. 1.2 GJ/m2) 
increase in the embodied energy for some of the cases included in the case study. 
This trade-off has also been described in some of the previous studies [6,9,11] 
carried out in this field. For a case of a low-energy dwelling, the results of the 
optimization approach indicated that, while there was limited scope to reduce 
the operational energy use as the initial design already fulfilled low-energy 
requirements, there was still room to reduce the embodied energy, and thus the 
total life cycle energy use, by selecting appropriate materials and quantities 
during the design process. Overall, it was observed that the optimal solution
could yield up to 108 GJ (i.e. 0.4 GJ/m2) of life cycle energy savings relative to 
the initial design for all the cases. This energy saving was equivalent to almost 
4–8 years of the initial design’s operational energy use for the dwelling, 
excluding household electricity use. The findings, therefore, indicate the 
potential and significance of the proposed framework and developed prototype 
for solving the embodied versus operational energy trade-off in order to instigate 
life cycle energy reduction practices during the building design process.

The exploratory nature of this study means further investigation is required to 
validate the findings for real construction projects in order to consolidate a 
methodology for optimization of the embodied versus operational energy trade-
off, based on the proposed framework. The developed prototype in this research 
also needs further development to facilitate information exchange between a
wider range of BIM implementations and multi-objective optimization 
approaches, and also build a user-friendly interface for industrial applications. 
Use of several techniques, such as sensitivity and uncertainty analysis as well as 
surrogate models, coupled with the optimization, would enable the identification 
of the influence of parameter variation on the key output and thereby reduce the 
computational time through simplification of the problem. Application of such 
techniques for reducing the time and effort required for solving the embodied 
versus operational energy trade-off was beyond the scope of this research. 
However, future research may expand the framework by combining it with such 
techniques for further reduction of the computational time. In this study, the
building materials and their related quantities were applied as the main design 
variables for evaluating the trade-off between embodied and operational energy. 
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Future research may therefore expand the proposed framework to cover other 
design variables such as building geometry and shape as well as configuration 
of the construction elements. In addition, the embodied and operational energy 
were evaluated as the main conflicting design objectives in this study for 
reducing the building‘s life cycle energy use, so future research may expand the 
framework to include the lifecycle cost and carbon footprint as additional 
objective functions for finding optimal design strategies. It is of note that, in this
study, the embodied energy included the impact caused by off-site production of 
building materials and components as well as the energy used for refurbishment 
of buildings through replacement of materials during the buildings’ lifespan, as 
it was shown in previous studies [4,5,8,9,10] that the material production con-
tributes to a significant part of buildings’ total embodied energy use. Thereby, 
the embodied impact caused by transportation of building materials to the 
construction site, on-site construction processes, operational maintenances and 
demolition of the building, were excluded from this study. However, studies 
such as[14,28] highlight the aforementioned limitations in the scope of this study 
and provide solutions for investigating such embodied impacts during the design 
and pre-construction processes of the buildings.
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Appendix A. IO data interface
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APPENDIX B. “Energy performance simulation” and “Multi-
objective optimization” modules
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Abstract
Industrialized house-builders are moving towards an enhanced production where 
management of information along the value chain is critical in order to deliver 
housing projects on time and with the desired quality. Today digital tools and 
systems are used in both design and production to produce, deliver and instruct 
actors throughout the phases of a project. However, the information usually 
exists in different islands and manual transfers are required to keep the flow of 
information between IT-systems and individuals continuous. A key to improving 
the ability for the members in different stages of a project to work with the same 
information is to facilitate different views. One of the building blocks for 
creating bridges between the islands of information is to introduce bills of 
materials which can be used to organize information for different purposes. 
Uniting the use of building information modeling (BIM) with bills of materials 
(BOM) is therefore our focus in this paper. This is done in the context of 
industrialized house-building and the facets which it brings to the subject. The 
aim of this paper is to present an early endeavor into a BOM based approach for 
structuring information from BIM models. A demonstration tool was developed, 
and together with application in a case project from an industrialized house-
builder, the generation of BOMs from BIM data is illustrated and discussed. The 
findings illustrates that we can apply different structures to the information 
located in our BIM models and that we can produce a BOM perspective on our 
products. Also, it is highlighted that we still need further studies to better 
understand how application of BOMs in the context of industrialized house-
building is realized. 

Keywords: Bill of Materials; BIM; Industrialized; House-Building
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1 INTRODUCTION
Within the realm of industrialized house-building the use of information and 
communications technology (ICT) is a facilitator providing conditions for an 
efficient production with accurate and reliable information [1]. Using ICT to 
share and provide up-to-date information along the value chain becomes an 
essential part in effective housing production processes. However, as a house-
building project progresses, information is at risk to become fragmented into 
islands. Use of different tools by actors coupled with requirements on diverse 
views on information lead to implications where manual transfers between these 
islands becomes common in order to retain the flow of information. Solutions to
this fragmentation has been discussed from angles including using a central 
repository to achieve greater integration [2] and using the common format of 
IFC to facilitate information exchange [3]. Within these, Building Information 
Modeling (BIM) is used as the overarching method and has been highlighted as 
an assistant in in solving these issues [4]. Furthermore, matters regarding 
integration, collaboration and information sharing in the context of BIM has also 
received increased attention in recent research [5]. 

It could be argued that as industrialized house-building companies retain more 
control of the value chain, leading to less fragmentation, there are greater 
chances of success when integrating ICT [6,7]. Despite this, issues exists 
including the overall management of information [8]. With characteristics from 
both the construction and manufacturing industry, adopting established practices 
from the latter has been of interest. As such, attention has been placed on 
adopting tools and methods, such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) [7] and 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) [9]. However, ICT-tools adopted from 
other contexts have been targeted as one of the hindrances as these may not be 
optimal for their new context [6,8,9]. Issues that are present include divergent 
data structures that interfere with bridging of systems [6,8], and a dissimilarity 
in the view on projects [9] and construction objects [7]. For accommodating 
different views on information and to provide product structures through the
lifecycle of a product, bill of materials (BOM) is described as a key facilitator 
[10]. The BOM carries product data between actors and systems, and is an 
essential part in the ICT toolkit. Previous research on information management 
within industrialized house-building has however paid little attention to the use 
of bills of materials as an approach to structuring information. Difficulties in 
managing information through the value chain, and requiring diverse views on 
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information are however persistent issues. Better maintaining a continuous flow 
of information, providing accurate and reliable information between actors and 
tools, are aspects to strive for and to further explore. Therefore, the aim of this 
paper is to present an early endeavor of uniting the concepts of BIM and BOM 
in the context of industrialized house-building, suggesting a BOM based 
approach for structuring information. This approach is exemplified through a 
case study with a demonstration tool that extends a BIM capable platform to 
provide a BOM perspective on BIM data. The contribution of this study aim to 
start setting the groundwork for further studies regarding using BOM as a means 
to structure information in the context of industrialized house-building.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Industrialized House-Building and ICT

The Swedish housing sector has been subject to an expansive development of 
industrialized methods. A strive towards shorter lead times, quality of deliveries, 
and customized buildings are driving forces for house builders to systemize work 
in their supply chains. Here, industrialized house-building is used to describe 
methods and principles of a process- and product-oriented alternative to 
traditional project-oriented house-building [11]. Constructs that constitute 
industrialized house-building includes management of components, processes 
and relations in the standardization of house-building platforms, as well as 
development of ICT for integration. Thus, the ability to provide up-to-date 
information [7], which is accurate and reliable [1] are key contributions from 
ICT to an efficient production. With characteristics from both the construction 
and the manufacturing industry, efforts to adopt patterns from the latter has been 
previously studied. Ekholm and Molnár [12] highlighted that information 
systems known from the manufacturing industry have been integrated in the 
industrialization of the building sector in order to reap from the benefits it has 

Resource Planning (ERP) system and BIM. Holzer [13] investigated approaches 
to create links between Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) systems, together 
with BIM, to provide information to ERP-systems. 

Through a perspective of BIM being used throughout a building’s lifecycle, with 
the resulting information rich model, it becomes a facilitator for information 
management. With this, a growing interest has been shown areas of 
collaboration, information sharing, and integration [5]. Through this continuing 
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expansion of BIM as an ICT platform, some research has surfaced investigating 
the relation between the areas of industrialized house-building and BIM. Lu and 
Korman [14] discussed benefits and challenges of BIM for modular construction 
from a perspective of pre-project planning and coordination. Moghadam et al 
[15] proposed a model for modular construction manufacturing that links BIM 
and lean. Lu et al [16] presented a BIM-based trade-off platform for 
industrialized housing. Nawari [17] proposed an information delivery manual 
for off-site construction. Ezcan et al [18] showed interest in BIM and off-site 
manufacturing and indicated that it would contribute in areas of IT integration, 
providing extensive information and improving lead times to mention a few.

2.2 Bills of Materials

At the heart of information systems within the manufacturing industry is the bill 
of materials (BOM) [19]. This includes systems like MRP (Material Resource 
Planning), ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) and PDM (Product Data 
Management) [10,20]. Throughout the lifecycle of a product, it is used to 
accommodate different views on information and to provide data structures [10]. 
There are more than one way to define BOM and three different distinctions are 
described here: 1) as an organized collection of quantities, 2) as a means to 
structure information in systems, and 3) as a data repository. 

When viewed in its simplest form the BOM provides a collection of the materials 
and components that comprise a product, together with the required quantities 
[21]. In a similar vein, and more commonly discussed in the construction 
industry, is quantity takeoff that offers the amount of materials and components 
which can be organized into a bill of quantities [21]. Further developments of 
the BOM exist where it is seen as a product specification, describing the 
composition of a product and how it is realized from its immediate components 
[19]. In these extended perspectives, more emphasis is put on the relationships 
between components (children) and their parents. As such, it becomes decoupled 
from being the sibling of quantity takeoff, and is instead transformed into a 
description of how a product is configured. Another take on the BOM exists 
where it is not only viewed as the underlying structure, but also as an information 
repository. Some authors describe the BOM as a “product structure data file” 
[23] or a “database” [24]. The scope of the BOM is thus extended to contain a 
wide variety of information, e.g. product specifications, part drawings, parts 
routing, manufacturing processes etc. [24].
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A key part in the use of BOMs throughout multiple phases of a product’s 
lifecycle is the different views that can be applied dependent on the use case and 
activities associated. The Engineering BOM (E-BOM) and the Manufacturing 
BOM (M-BOM) are two commonly discussed [20,21,24]. The E-BOM is used 
by designers [21], representing a product from an engineering viewpoint of how 
the product is functionally formed, however lacking sufficient information 
regarding manufacturing [25]. This is mitigated by the M-BOM which is a 
representation of a product based on how it is manufactured [25]. In a more 
practical sense, the E-BOM is usually managed through a CAD system, where 
support is provided for the designers to represent their product structure 
according to their desires. Furthermore, the M-BOM is the result of a 
transformation of the E-BOM where additional aspects are included such as 
manufacturing sequence [25], and adding interim assemblies to better depict the 
manufacturing process. As such, despite describing the same product, these 
different BOMs manifest themselves with different structures (see Figure 1), 
providing each phase of a product with the necessary information.

Figure 1. Example structure of an E-BOM and M-BOM, where P is the 
product, SA is a subassembly and PA is a part (adapted from [20])

Some authors (e.g. [20,26]) have also chosen to differentiate between the usage 
of BOMs, and the structural representation of BOMs. In these cases, the usage 
includes for example the E-BOM and the M-BOM. The structural representation 
includes for example the Traditional BOM, the Modular BOM [27], and the 
Generic BOM [19]. These different structures exists as Traditional BOM 
structures might bring issues to companies with large product offerings. As such, 
application of different structural representations is done to better support 
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different production strategies, such as having high variety offerings or modular 
product compositions.

3 GENERATING BOMS FROM BIM DATA
3.1 Research approach

In this research, a review of earlier research was used to motivate the gap and to 
serve as input for the proposed approach. Following, a demonstration tool was 
developed in order to exemplify the restructuring of BIM data from a BOM 
perspective. In order to provide an illustration of the approach in a real-world 
setting, a case project was then used where an application of the demonstration 
tool is provided. The case project was chosen from an industrialized house-
builder in Sweden, who focuses on production of residential housing. The 
company applies modular construction using lightweight timber frames, 
complemented with insulation materials and covered with sheathing. Each 
building is broken down into individual modules which are produced to an 
almost finished state off-site in a factory, to later be assembled and finished on-
site. The case project in question is comprised of 156 modules, and the building 
ranges from 5 to 10 stories. 

As a foundation, and for providing a BIM capable platform which provides a 
source for the necessary BIM data, Autodesk Revit was used. In order to enable 
representation of timber framed structures in Autodesk Revit, the add-in MWF 
Pro Wood [28] was used which in this instance provided design automation 
capabilities for framing timber walls. The demonstration tool was developed as 
an add-in to Autodesk Revit written in C#, utilizing access to Autodesk Revit’s 
API to grant access to the data stored within the BIM model. The demonstration 
tool is composed of three main parts: configuration, generation, and delivery.

The perspective on BOM that is adopted in this paper is targeted towards 
providing a product specification, with focus on promoting the product 
composition [19] using product, subassemblies and parts as seen in Figure 1. 
Among the different views each BOM can encompass, this paper will 
concentrate on providing an engineering perspective, also denoted as the E-
BOM [21]. This is done through using information found in a BIM model which 
is used as input to the demonstration tool. The underlying structure that is 
generated in the E-BOM is based on a Traditional BOM structure.
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3.2 Demonstration of BOM generation

3.2.1 BIM model
With the demonstration tool in need for input data, A BIM model was created 
for the case project using Autodesk Revit (see Figure 2) based on 2D drawings 
provided by the case company. Using commonly available tools in Autodesk 
Revit, walls, floors, ceilings, doors, and windows were modeled. In addition, 
using the MWF Pro Wood add-in, the specified technical solutions for each of 
the wall types was configured. Through that, studs and sheathings for the exterior 
and interior walls were automatically generated. As the case project in question 
is constructed using a modular production strategy, measures were taken in order 
to represent these modules in the BIM model. To achieve this representation 
spaces were used as objects to define and provide the boundaries of each module. 
Except for providing a possibility to include the modules in the BOM, these
spaces are also later used in cases where relationships between elements and 
modules needs to be derived. The floors and ceilings did not receive joists and 
sheathing but were modeled using their corresponding element types in 
Autodesk Revit. Furthermore, elements not included in the BIM model was the 
roof (including trusses), the concrete foundation, and MEP.

Figure 2. 3D-view of the created BIM-model for the case project with a close 
up of an individual module showing parts of the studs and sheathing.

3.2.2 Configuration
The first part of the demonstration tool is the configuration stage. Here, a number 
of options are made available regarding the composition of the BOM, and these 
choices will act as a basis for the generation of the BOM. The ability is provided 
to choose what categories will be included, which is this demonstration is bound 
to project, levels, modules, walls, floors, ceilings, windows, doors, studs, and 
sheathing. These categories correspond to some of the different categories 
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provided when modeling in Autodesk Revit, and in extension also when using 
MWF Pro Wood. They also correspond to categories commonly used in timber 
frame modular construction. Besides selecting the categories of interest, a 
hierarchical structure can be decided upon by dragging and dropping objects in 
the tree view. This hierarchical structure determines the parent-child relationship 
between the categories which will be present in the BOM and describes the 
product, the subassemblies and the parts. As a category is placed as a child to 
another, the succeeding generation step will attempt to solve this relationship for 
each individual instance of that category. 

Besides choosing objects and hierarchy, a selection of what attributes from each 
category should represent the tags is provided. These include using the instance 
name or family type that is automatically attached to each element in Autodesk 
Revit, or using the user-defined instance attribute Mark. These tags are later used 
as labels for each entry in the generated BOM. The purpose of them is to provide 
a human-readable designation, rather than just using the unique id of each 
element. It can also be decided if entries in the BOM should be grouped together. 
It might not always be necessary to include each instance of all categories, so 
grouping based on type or category is provided as an option. As such, it could 
be decided that e.g. instead of including each stud as separate entries, they are 
grouped together based on their type.

For the case project all available elements were selected and organized in a 
hierarchy as seen in Figure 3. Each category was given an appropriate tag, in this 
case mainly the type name. Furthermore, options for the groupings were 
configured such that the major categories are to be kept as instances whereas the 
individual components (such as studs) are grouped by their type. This 
configuration was selected with a modular design in mind. As such, with each 
module, and each wall, being produced individually, this configuration enables 
the tracing of the constituent elements.
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Figure 3. Configuration of the case study project within the demonstration 
tool.

3.2.3 Generation
With the configuration done, the BOM can be generated based on the input and 
BIM data available. At the start of the generation all elements are collected from 
the different categories that was selected. This entails using calls to Autodesk 
Revit’s API in order to fetch each element instance of all selected categories. 
After the objects have been gathered, further calls to Autodesk Revit’s API are 
made in order to extract the attribute values that correspond to the tags that were 
chosen for each category respectively, e.g. using the type name. 

With the elements collected, it now needs to generate the hierarchy decided in 
the configuration stage. Depending on the specific relationship situation, this is 
done either geometrically or through attributes. Autodesk Revit already stores 
some of these relationships in attributes, for example what level a floor belongs 
to, or what wall a window is hosted by. The developed demonstration tool is 
however extending this to enable parent-child relationships between modules 
and elements, as well as between walls and studs or sheathing. As such, in the 
cases where there are no attributes to rely upon, a geometrical search is 
conducted. This is executed by taking an elements bounding box center point 
and iterating through the chosen parent category, searching for a match where 
that point is found within the boundaries of another element. If it is determined 
that a point falls within the boundaries of another element, it is established that 
a parent-child relationship has been found. 
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When all the relationships are found the elements are still represented as 
instances. The last step, if a configuration was chosen where certain categories 
are to be grouped based on their type or category, is therefore to process the 
groups. This is done by iterating through all levels of the hierarchy, gathering all 
siblings on each level and matching them by type or category. Here, it removes 
all entries of individual instances and replaces them with a group entry, 
representing a collection of instances.

3.2.4 Delivery
As the generation of the BOM is done, the last stage is to deliver it. A 
rudimentary viewer was therefore incorporated into the demonstration tool. In 
this viewer, the hierarchical structure is provided with a listing of the entries in 
the current BIM model. When an entry in the hierarchy is selected, the basic 
attributes of that entry is presented. This is done by accessing the attributes that 
was gathered during the generation of the BOM, but also by directly accessing 
attributes for the selected element in the BIM model. These attributes include the 
id, tag, and category of element together with a selection of category based 
attributes (e.g. dimensions of an element). Alongside this presentation of the 
BOM, an option is also provided to either export the entire BOM to an Excel-
document, or a selection of it. The latter of these exports only the selected entries 
and its children, excluding the rest.

For the case project a representation of the BOM in the viewer can be seen in 
Figure 4. Here, the hierarchical functionality is displayed where the constituent 
elements in individual modules, and individual walls, can be examined. Each 
entry is also labeled according to their name or type name. Also, a display of 
attributes which are gathered from the BIM model is shown. The corresponding 
structure can be seen in the exported Excel document containing the entire BOM 
hierarchy (see Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Viewer with the generated BOM for the case study project within the 
demonstration tool.

Figure 5. Part of the Excel document exported from the generated BOM for the 
case study.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Issues of managing information and enabling diverse views on information are 
present within industrialized house-building. Using bills of materials (BOM) as 
an underlying structure for managing information during a products lifecycle has 
previously been seen in the manufacturing industry, where it is often built into 
CAD tools, and supported by PLM and ERP systems. With industrialized house-
builders sharing some of the characteristics of the more product-oriented 
manufacturing industry, approaching information management from a BOM 
oriented perspective was of interest in this study. As such, this insight was 
adopted in an effort to generate a BOM based on BIM data. In a demonstration 
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tool, using BIM data as the input, a parent-child hierarchy with links to attributes 
was generated based on a chosen configuration. This output resulted in providing 
an engineering view on the BOM, referred to as an E-BOM. This has also been 
presented when applied on a case of a multi-family residential housing project
from an industrialized house-builder. The results shows how the BOM provides 
a view of a building based on its composition, and in the case study shows how 
individual modules and walls are composed. 

Compared to approaching information management from a central repository [2] 
or IFC [3] perspective, the use of BOM is in this instance not seen as an 
overarching solution. It is rather seen from the viewpoint of being a method 
which can be applied to create an underlying structure to describe a product [19]. 
The question as such is not how we transfer information between systems, but 
rather how we describe our product in a way that facilitates this information 
transfer. Having a unified structure for our products is a step in that direction, 
and BOM is a method which could be used to aid this.

The presented demonstration tool shows an after-the-fact implementation of 
BOM generation. However, as more commonly seen in CAD tools from other 
industries, the use of BOM is an integrated part of the work flow for designers 
and engineers. As such, for adoption within industrialized house-builders, the 
questions of who creates the BOM and when are relevant.

This study shows a demonstration where an E-BOM is generated, using a 
traditional BOM structure. One of the strengths of BOM is however the ability 
to adapt to different views depending on the application. As such, further studies 
are of interest where the E-BOM is not only generated, but also transformed into 
other forms, such as the M-BOM to support manufacturing. Furthermore, with 
the use of product platforms and a product-oriented perspective, industrialized 
house-builders using predefined solutions could benefit from using alternative 
structures, such as the Modular BOM, in efforts to more efficiently derive 
products. Furthermore, the composition chosen for the E-BOM in this study is 
limited to only showing one structure. If we are to follow the view of an E-BOM 
as a functional decomposition of a product, then there is a need to identify what 
that entails for the context of industrialized house-builders.

The concept of implementing BOMs in the context of industrialized house-
builders is seen as showing promise in the search for methods by which we 
structure information in our IT-systems throughout the value chain. Its use in the 
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manufacturing industry is described by previous research but in the context of 
industrialized house-building it is more of a novel approach. This study shows 
how an implementation could be performed where BIM data is used as an 
information base, however, this study is only a glance at the topic and there is a 
need for further studies to better describe its use in the context of industrialized 
house-builders. As such, future research should include topics such as: 
identifying the owner(s) and user(s) of BOMs, in order to know who defines 
them and how they are consumed; what different representations of BOMs (e.g. 
E-BOM, M-BOM) could be used and how they should be structured; how BOMs 
could be used to bridge IT-systems (e.g. BIM and PLM) in order to support 
design and production of houses.
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